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California on Thursday moved to reinstate Obama-era open-internet rules,

challenging Trump administration rollback efforts and setting the state on a

path to have the strongest net-neutrality rules in the nation.

The California bill would forbid internet service providers from blocking

websites, intentionally slowing down a website or app or accepting

payments to make online services go faster. Such regulations resemble

those adopted by the Obama-era Federal Communications Commission.

The fight over net neutrality has become a rallying cry for Democrats since

the FCC, led by Trump appointee Ajit Pai, last year did away with the 2015

rules governing internet service providers.

The bill passed the California assembly Thursday by a preliminary count of

59-18, according to the clerk’s office, and now returns to the state senate,

which previously passed a similar version. If it passes again there and is

then signed by Gov. Jerry Brown, a Democrat, California would have the

nation’s strongest net-neutrality rules.



Trump cancels pay raises for federal employees

Opinion: Trump is shafting federal workers

Sciutto: Trump's latest conspiracy is a lie

Supreme Court rejects request from Catholic foster care non-profit that

refused to certify married same-sex couples

Ally says 'winter is coming' for Trump

Chicago water plant collapses after explosion

Hundreds of immigrant kids remain separated from parents

FBI debunks Trump's Clinton conspiracy

Police officer who pointed a gun at a group of kids is exonerated and back

at work

'You know I got a pistol?' the man yelled. So the Uber driver shot him

 Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    McCain casket arrives at Joint Base Andrews

    NYT: McCain planned funeral as rebuke to Trump

    VP Joe Biden on McCain: ‘We shall not see his likes again’

    Trump says Sessions is “safe” until November: Report

    Cohen planned to buy all National Enquirer’s ‘Trump dirt’: Report

    Trump canceling pay raises for most federal employees in 2019

    Michael Eric Dyson: I love you Kanye West, but shame on you

    Maddow: Trump surprises McGahn with departure tweet as legal messes

grow

    WH worried Trump won’t be able to protect himself if Dems win House:

Report

    Gillum: DeSantis doesn’t need to apologize to me but to Florida voters

 IN THE NEWS

Exclusive: Glenn Greenwald Is Evolving. Kind Of.

SPONSORED

NASA Exec Fired For Exposing How to Get Free Cable

Sponsored by Handy Tech Gadgets

CULTURE & ARTS

Welcome To Nemesis Twitter, Where Phantom Beefs Run Wild And Free

By Claire Fallon



Roxane Gay is the queen of nemesis Twitter. But she's not the only one

aching to indulge her petty side.

SPORTS

Colin Kaepernick’s Collusion Grievance Against NFL Will Head To Trial

By Rob Maaddi, AP

An arbiter denied the NFL's request to throw out the former San Francisco

49ers player's grievance against the league.

MEDIA

Take Salena Zito Neither Seriously Nor Literally When It Comes To Trump

Voters

By Ashley Feinberg

Is the populist whisperer of Trump Country full of crap?

U.S. NEWS

ISIS Militants Likely To End Up In Iraqi Prison, Guantanamo: Reports

By Ryan Grenoble

A former hostage said he and victims' family members oppose the

possibility.

POLITICS

California May Soon Require Women On Corporate Boards

By Lydia O'Connor

A bill on the governor's desk would make California the first state in the

country with such a requirement.

QUEER VOICES

Here’s How ‘Kate & Allie’ Brought Queer Subtext To TV In 1984

By Curtis M. Wong

One episode, "The Landlady," found the characters pretending to be

lesbians to avoid a rent increase.

U.S. NEWS

Sexual Abuse Allegations Grow To 145 Against Former Ohio State Doctor

By Nina Golgowski

At least 145 people have accused physician Richard Strauss of sexual

misconduct from 1979 to 1997.

POLITICS

Los Angeles Just Named A Road After Barack Obama

By Nina Golgowski

The name change, from Rodeo Road to Obama Boulevard, commemorates

the legacy of the president, the city's mayor said.

U.S. NEWS

Black Bear Mauls California Hunter Who Shot It With Bow And Arrow



By David Moye

The man shot the bear with a bow and arrow, then attempted to recover the

carcass too soon, authorities said.

WELLNESS

Even Stephen Colbert Lives With Anxiety. Here’s How He Deals With It.

By Lindsay Holmes

"Creating something is what helped me from just spinning apart like an

unweighted flywheel," he said.

QUEER VOICES

Neil Patrick Harris And David Burtka Talk Wigstock And The Risks Of ‘Dirty’

Drag

By Curtis M. Wong

The husbands are executive producing a revival of New York's legendary

drag festival.

OPINION

Teaching High School Journalism In The ‘Fake News’ Era

By David Cutler, Guest Writer

America’s Suffocating Class System

By Richard North Patterson, Columnist

The Black Church Cannot ‘Pray Away’ Mental Illness

By Jamilah Pitts

TRENDING

Serena Williams’ Lavender Tutu Is Another Slammin’ Hit At The U.S. Open

CNN Hits Back At President Trump After He Attacks Its Reporters

A Serial Cat Killer Has Mutilated At Least A Dozen Cats In Washington State

Lindsey Graham: Trump Talking About John McCain ‘Pisses Me Off To No

End’

Ariana Grande’s Massive New Anime Tattoo Covers Most Of Her Forearm

Who Is Bruce Ohr, And Why Does Trump Keep Tweeting About Him?

U.N. watchdog says Iran continues to comply with nuclear restrictions

despite U.S. pullout

The United Nations' nuclear watchdog said Thursday that Iran continues to

comply with the terms of a 2015 nuclear pact, despite the United States'

withdrawal ...

The Washington Post



today

Iran Continues to Comply With Nuclear Deal, U.N. Atomic Agency Says

VIENNA—Iran continues to fulfil the key requirements of the 2015 nuclear

deal, the United Nations atomic agency said Thursday, despite the U.S.

withdrawal ...

The Wall Street Journal

today

Iran is complying with nuclear deal restrictions: IAEA report

VIENNA (Reuters) - Iran has remained within the main restrictions on its

nuclear activities imposed by a 2015 deal with major powers, a confidential

report by the ...

Reuters

3 hours ago

UN watchdog: Iran is complying with nuclear deal | TheHill

The United Nations' nuclear watchdog reportedly affirmed in a confidential

report that Iran has remained within the restrictions imposed on the country

by a ...

The Hill

today

UN: Iran continues to comply with terms of 2015 nuclear deal

Iran continues to comply with the terms of its nuclear deal with world

powers, despite a US withdrawal from the landmark pact, according to the

United Nations' ...

Al Jazeera English

Politics Yahoo View

Democrats alarmed at GOP use of private security documents

Following revelations that former C.I.A. officer running for office, Abigail

Spanberger's confidential personnel file was given to a Republican Super

PAC, other Democratic candidates who served in U.S. intelligence are

concerned.

Top stories



breaking Trump attacks FBI and Justice Department: 'I want them to do

their jobs'

Trump cancels pay raises for federal employees

Opinion: Trump is shafting federal workers

Sciutto: Trump's latest conspiracy is a lie

Pink Cadillacs to line Detroit's streets in honor of Aretha Franklin

Supreme Court rejects request from Catholic foster care non-profit that

refused to certify married same-sex couples

Ally says 'winter is coming' for Trump

Steve Bannon blasts Elon Musk: He's an immature man-child

FBI debunks Trump's Clinton conspiracy

'You know I got a pistol?' the man yelled. So the Uber driver shot him

Democratic lawmakers call for hearings into denial of passports to

Americans

Texas congressmen suggested they would propose legislation to address

the policy, which they said is part of a systemic anti-Hispanic bias that has

guided the administration on immigration.

    By Kevin Sieff and Gabriel Pogrund

    U.S. is denying passports to Americans along the border, throwing their

citizenship into question

Trump freezes federal workers’ pay in 2019 unless Congress resolves

differences by year’s end

The House already passed legislation making no mention of a raise,

effectively endorsing the freeze that President Trump proposed in February.

The Senate passed a competing measure allowing a 1.9 percent increase.

    By Eric Yoder

    The Fix: Trump declared the economy the best ‘EVER.’ Now he says

federal employees won’t get raises because of economic problems.



Trump rails against the press at Indiana rally

The president renews his criticism of the media, singling out The New York

Times, CNN and NBC during a raucous campaign rally in Indiana.

'These are just dishonest, terrible people' 

Disapproval at all-time high for

Trump

Support for the Mueller

investigation is broad and half



of Americans in favor

Congress initiating

impeachment proceedings,

says new poll.

See all the numbers »

   

Politics ABC News

Trouble for Trump: Disapproval at a high, 63% back Mueller, half favor

impeachment

Disapproval of Donald Trump is at a new high, support for the Mueller

investigation is broad and half of Americans in a new ABC News/Washington

Post poll favor Congress initiating impeachment proceedings against the

president. The results come a week after Trump’s former campaign

chairman, Paul Manafort, was convicted of fraud, and his former longtime

personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, pleaded guilty to eight felonies, including

illegal campaign finance actions that he said Trump directed. Trump’s

average approval rating since taking office is the lowest for any president in

modern polling since the 1940s.

Sources: Ohr kept Mueller deputy 'in the loop' on dossier

FOX News Videos

Trump escalates rhetoric, says he views Mueller probe as 'illegal'

Yahoo View

    Top stories

    BREAKING Lobbyist reaches plea deal connected to Russia and Ukraine

work

    Two prosecutors leave Mueller's office

    



    Clapper: Seems walls crashing in on Trump

   

    Nearly two-thirds oppose firing Sessions, back Mueller, poll says

   

    Analysis: The 43 most staggering lines from Donald Trump's Indiana

speech

    Lemon proves Trump's remarks are real

    Coca-Cola buys coffee chain for $5 billion

    Two more men accused of sexually abusing women on airplanes

    US won't fund UN group for Palestinian refugees

Latest

    Donald Trump Russia Syria Immigration Policy Health Care Geography of

Poverty North Korea 

Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    John McCain honored at U.S. Capitol ceremony

    Celebrating the life of the ‘Queen of Soul’

    Trump disapproval at 60 percent, according to new poll

    Manafort associate charged with failing to register as a foreign agent

    Speculation swirls over possible Mueller announcement

    Maddow: Trump frantic to shore up base

    At rally, Trump threatens to ‘get involved’ with DOJ, FBI

    Ex NBC producer accuses network of putting a st

STEELE CLAIM: RUS THOUGHT IT HAD DON ‘OVER A BARREL’ 

AL GORE’S BLUNT MESSAGE TO TRUMP: ‘RESIGN’

‘I Don’t Mean To Be Flippant About It,’ The Climate Change Advocate Said

By Rebecca Shapiro

LAST CHANCE TO SEE?

As Climate Change Ravages The Great Barrier Reef, Tourists Flock To Say

Goodbye

By Nick Visser



OLITICS

Nearly 500 Kids Separated From Their Parents Are Still In Government

Shelters

By Marina Fang

Some 322 of the 497 children still in custody have parents who were

deported, making it more difficult to reunite them.

ENTERTAINMENT

The Kooks Are Back And Ready To Rock Your World

By Lauren Moraski

The British pop-rockers try to bring sunshine to the world with their new

album.

STYLE & BEAUTY

Tess Holliday Tells Critics ‘Not To Worry About My Fat Ass’ On Cosmo Cover

By Carly Ledbetter

She also called out Piers Morgan for his body-shaming comments.

IMPACT

We Cannot Fight Climate Change With Capitalism, Says Report

By Laura Paddison

The world's economies are unprepared for rapid climate change, rising

social inequality and the end of cheap energy.

SPORTS

Immobilized Player Taken Off Field In First Play Of Football Season

By Ron Dicker

Central Florida’s Aaron Robinson appeared to collide head-on during the

kickoff.

ENTERTAINMENT

Kelly Ripa Recalls Family Trip In Throwback Pic Parents Can Relate To

By Ron Dicker

The TV host reminded moms and dads why they should be glad summer

vacation is almost over.

HUFFPOST PERSONAL

It’s A Cultural Moment For Asian Representation, As Long As You’re Light

Skinned

By Rachel Ramirez, Guest Writer

Hollywood is making strides, but let’s not overlook the folks outside the

margins — the ones who look like me.

PARENTING

Rear-Facing Car Seat Guidelines Updated By The AAP

By Taylor Pittman



The American Academy of Pediatrics has a new take on car seat safety.

BLACK VOICES

The Trump White House’s Intern Program Is Seriously Lacking Diversity.

Again.

By Lee Moran

"Perhaps the current admin took 'The White House' too literal when

searching for interns?"

STYLE & BEAUTY

14 Face Masks To Get You In The Long-Weekend Spirit

By Julia Brucculieri

Use that extra day to pamper your skin.

ENTERTAINMENT

Heartthrobs, Haddish And The Boogeyman: All Of Fall’s Must-See Movies

By Matthew Jacobs

Mary Poppins and Michael Myers are back, and Lady Gaga is filling Judy

Garland's shoes.

HUFFPOST PERSONAL

My Uterus Costs More Than A Porsche

By Leena Kulkarni, Guest Writer

No, I'm not ovary-acting.

OPINION

Teaching High School Journalism In The ‘Fake News’ Era

By David Cutler, Guest Writer

America’s Suffocating Class System

By Richard North Patterson, Columnist

The Black Church Cannot ‘Pray Away’ Mental Illness

By Jamilah Pitts

TRENDING

Chuck Todd Says Mueller May Drop Something Big: ‘I Wouldn’t Miss Work

Tomorrow’

Trump Volunteer Tries To Block Journalist From Photographing Protester At

Rally

NBC Reportedly Threatened To ‘Smear’ Ronan Farrow If He Pressed Harvey

Weinstein Exposé

Chris Berman’s Wife Was 3 Times Over Alcohol Limit In Fatal Crash: Police

Mark Hamill And Preet Bharara Use The Force For Twitter Takedown Of

Donald Trump

Donald Trump Totally Misses The Mark With Most Patient Person In The

World Boast



Subscribe to The Morning Email.

Wake up to the day's most important news.

GOT A TIP?

Do you have info to share with HuffPost reporters? Here’s how.

N.Y. AG: No backing down on Trump lawsuit

Politics HuffPost

Bette Midler Taunts Donald Trump For Claiming Democrats Will Turn Violent

After Midterms

Bette Midler zinged President Donald Trump on Thursday after he warned of

Now Nobody Can Complain About Kanye West's Slides Being Too Small --

He's Got the Pic to Prove It!

Entertainment Tonight

Kanye West has heard your tiny-slipper critiques and raises you these giant

versions

Mashable

BusinessReuters

U.S. weekly jobless claims rise, labor market still tightening

Business Reuters

Trump ready to ratchet up China trade war with more tariffs: report

U.S. President Donald Trump is prepared to quickly ramp up a trade war

with China and has told aides he is ready to impose tariffs on $200 billion

more in Chinese imports as soon as a public comment period on the plan

ends next week, Bloomberg News reported on Thursday. The White House

declined comment on the Bloomberg report, which cited six unidentified

sources, and deflated markets. The S&P hit session lows, and the U.S.

dollar, Chinese yuan and U.S. Treasury yields also fell.

Trump's Snub to EU Overtures on Tariff Cuts Clobbers Carmakers



Bloomberg

Trump to Back $200 Billion China Tariffs as Early as Next Week, Sources

Say

Bloomberg

Trump’s disapproval rating hits a high point in new poll

Overall, 60 percent of Americans disapprove of President Trump’s job

performance, according to a Washington Post-ABC News poll that also finds

that clear majorities of the public support the special counsel’s Russia

investigation and say Trump should not fire Attorney General Jeff Sessions.

    By Philip Rucker and Scott Clement

The Fix: Trump just issued his most direct threat to wreck shop in the

Justice Department

After talks with Canada falter, Trump to advance preliminary Mexico trade

deal on NAFTA

Members of Congress have said they’ll support a new NAFTA deal only if

Canada is included, but the administration’s notice to Congress is expected

to state the White House is hopeful it will reach an agreement with Canada

soon.

    By Damian Paletta, Jeff Stein and Heather Long23 minutes ago

Democrats accuse Republicans of leaking communications that could put

confidential source at risk

The material in question involves emails and texts between Justice

Deptartment official Bruce Ohr and former British spy Christopher Steele.

In guilty plea, American political consultant agreed he steered an illegal

foreign donation to Trump’s inauguration

W. Sam Patten, who pleaded guilty to failing to register as a foreign lobbyist,

told prosecutors that he arranged for a straw donor to give $50,000 to

Donald Trump's inauguration in place of a Ukrainian businessman who was

legally barred from contributing to the event.



Business Market Realist

Is Gold Losing Its Value as a Safe-Haven Asset?

Could These Sectors Be an Opportunity into the Fall? (Continued from Prior

Part) Direxion Are there any goldbugs left? Gold is down only 8% this year,

but it’s off almost 13% from its high. For some reason, it has lost its allure

as a hedge to inflation

Politics HuffPost

Trump Attacks CNN, NY Times And NBC At Indiana Rally

President Trump named The New York Times, CNN, and NBC specifically in

his complaints.

Business HuffPost

NBC Reportedly Threatened To 'Smear' Ronan Farrow If He Pressed Harvey

Weinstein Exposé

New details have emerged about NBC News' reported efforts to stop Ronan

Farrow

Former Producer Accuses NBC of Trying to Stop Weinstein Reporting

The Cut

Ronan Farrow Weinstein Story Was Killed By “Very Highest Levels Of NBC” –

Report

Deadline

Former Producer Accuses NBC of Trying to Stop Weinstein Reporting

The Cut

Ronan Farrow Weinstein Story Was Killed By “Very Highest Levels Of NBC” –

Report

Deadline

Lifestyle PureWow

9 Dog Breeds That Get Along Purr-fectly with Cats

News flash: You don’t have to choose between being a dog person and being



a cat person. You can have it all. Just make sure you combine personalities

that will love each other. To help you in your pet quest, we...

Business Motley Fool

How Safe Are General Electric and Its Dividend?

The industrial powerhouse's stock price slide seems to have stopped...for

now. Safe to buy?

Politics HuffPost

Who Is Bruce Ohr, And Why Does Trump Keep Tweeting About Him?

The DOJ official, whose legal works focuses on international organized

crime, is the latest person to field Trump's Twitter rage.

U.S. Esquire

Here Are the Real World Consequences of Trump's Crusade Against the

Media

"Enemy of the people" is being used in death threats to newspaper

reporters.

FBI Arrests Man Over Alleged Threats To Kill Journalists

HuffPost

Man who threatened to ‘shoot Boston Globe reporters in the head’ arrested

by FBI

Politics HuffPost

David Stockman Calls Trump A 'Complete Ignoramus' On Fiscal Policy

Ronald Reagan's budget director slammed President Donald Trump as an

Doubtful Congress will approve bilateral NAFTA deal witho...

CNBC Videos

Trade deal with U.S. expected to spur Mexican e-commerce

Reuters



Sponsored Trivia Boss

Only 1 in 14 People Can Ace This 60s Music Quiz!

If You Know 60s Music This Quiz Should be A Walk In The Park!

    Dislike

Politics AFP

Trump insists White House a 'smooth-running machine'

The announced departure of White House counsel Don McGahn, who has

emerged as a key witness in the Russia probe shadowing his presidency,

was the latest in a long string of firings and resignations to buffet Trump's

administration. The New York Times reported that McGahn was not

forewarned before Trump announced Wednesday on Twitter he would be

leaving his post this fall. The Times said Ivanka Trump had complained

bitterly to her father after a report by the newspaper that claimed McGahn's

testimony to Special Counsel Robert Mueller had been far more extensive

than the president or his lawyers knew.

Politics Fox Business Videos

Three Republican governors refuse to support Judge Kavanaugh

Pastor Robert Jeffress on his new book “Choosing the Extraordinary Life”

and how three Republican governors refused to sign a letter supporting

Judge Brett Kavanaugh.

Celebrity Entertainment Tonight

Jennifer Lawrence Shares Her Secret to Eating Whatever She Wants

The 28-year-old actress says she doesn't restrict her diet.

The last hacker who leaked Jennifer Lawrence's nude photos is officially

going to prison, and good riddance

Meredith Videos

Jennifer Lawrence's Nude Photo Hacker Sentenced To 8 Months In Prison
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NFL Highlights

K.J. Wright to miss a few weeks, clearing way for Shaquem Griffin

ProFootball Talk on NBC Sports
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By MarketWatch NewsWatch Aug. 31, 2018, 5:00 p.m. EST

U.S. stocks and one popular measure of volatility on Wall Street have been

moving in lockstep lately, and some market experts think that is a bad sign.

Full Story

    6:29p

    Apple discloses minor self-driving crash in California

    6:07p

    Here’s why emerging-markets turmoil will continue to keep traders on

their toes

    5:58p

    Tilray stock hits record high, other weed stocks rally

    5:30p

    Elon Musk is more famous than ever, and maybe more dangerous

    5:27p

    This timeline charts Elon Musk’s dramatic rise to internet fame (or

descent into internet infamy)

    5:26p

    Your Portfolio Might Change Following This Sector Shuffle

    5:13p

    The last time Wall Street’s ‘fear index’ and stocks traded this closely it

didn’t end well

    5:02p

    Stocks end mostly higher; S&P 500 and Dow book best August gains

since 2014

    5:00p

    The last time Wall Street’s ‘fear index’ and stocks traded this closely it

didn’t end well

    4:48p

    Joseph Stiglitz debunks the myth of secular stagnation

    4:47p

    Why the stock market rally is smarter than the experts

    4:46p

    Investing markets are on high alert over Italy’s budget and debt load

    4:44p

    Trump Today: President tells Congress he’s moving ahead with Mexico

trade deal, leaves door open for Canada



Business Business Insider

Steel stocks are getting whacked after Trump expands tariff exemptions for

3 countries

Steel stocks dropped after President Donald Trump announced that he was

allowing the Commerce Department to grant "targeted relief" from quotas

on imports from South Korea, Argentina, and Brazil. Steel stocks have been

volatile this year amid Trump's tariff policies.

AUD/USD Forex Technical Analysis – Increasing Selling Pressure into Close

Targets Main Bottom at .7202

FX Empire

Asian Stocks Slip on Tariff Plan; Yen Holds Gains: Markets Wrap

Bloomberg

Politics CNBC Videos

Trump attacks backfire - Poll says Mueller, Sessions enjo...

A majority of respondents-52 percent-say they "strongly" support Mueller's

probe. Sixty percent of Americans now disapprove of Trump's job as

president, a new high for the poll, according to the Post. 64 percent of

Americans believe Trump should not fi...

Judges side with Mueller, nix Russian joint appeal bid

ABC News

Sources: Ohr kept Mueller deputy 'in the loop' on dossier

FOX News Videos

Rest in peace, Lindsey Graham

    By Dana Milbank

Poll by sinking poll, Trump inches toward impeachment

    By Megan McArdle

The government must investigate the Catholic Church

    By Hugh Hewitt



Three men unfit to eulogize John McCain

    By Jennifer Rubin

Trump’s disapproval rating hits a high point in new poll

Overall, 60 percent of Americans disapprove of President Trump’s job

performance, according to a Washington Post-ABC News poll that also finds

that clear majorities of the public support the special counsel’s Russia

investigation and say Trump should not fire Attorney General Jeff Sessions.

    By Philip Rucker and Scott Clement

Doug Thiel

Thanks for the tips to bypass FB...it

WORKS!! I have a whole new news

feed. I’m seeing posts from people I

haven’t seen in years.

Here’s how to bypass the system FB

now has in place that limits posts on



your news feed.

Their new algorithm chooses the

same few people - about 25 - who will

read your posts. Therefore,Hold your

finger down anywhere in this post and

"copy" will pop up. Click "copy". Then

go your page, start a new post and

put your finger anywhere in the blank

field. "Paste" will pop up and click

paste.

This will bypass the system

John Kerry won't rule out 2020 White House run

Former Secretary of State John Kerry won't rule out a run for the White

House in 2020, but talking about it now is just a distraction, he tells "Face

the Nation" anchor Margaret Brennan. The interview will be featured

September 2 on CBS' "Sunday Morning" and on "Face the Nation."

Kerry (whose new memoir is titled "Every Day Is Extra") also talks with

Brennan about his role in politics today, the current political environment,

his relationship with the late Sen. John McCain, and his wife, Teresa Heinz

Kerry.

Now in private life, the former Massachusetts senator and Secretary of

State under President Obama has watched as much of his political legacy –



including the Iran nuclear deal and the climate change accord – has been

upended under the Trump administration. Disappointment in those actions

has motivated Kerry to attempt to help Democrats regain political control.

U.S. and Canada fail to meet White House-imposed deadline to settle NAFTA

disputes

A failure to strike a deal today, in itself, does not imperil a renegotiated

NAFTA, which also includes Mexico.

Don Lee

By Don Lee

Federal judge rules against states that wanted DACA declared

unconstitutional

Federal judge rules against states that wanted DACA declared

unconstitutional

Two funerals and a wedding:

The shunning of Donald Trump 

In a blow to Trump, judge



denies states' request to end

DACA

By Associated Press 

El Salvador says three migrant children

separated from their families were sexually

abused at U.S. shelters

Guatemalan president shuts down U.N.

anti-corruption commission that's

investigating him

Federal judge rules against states that

wanted DACA declared unconstitutional 

Politics ABC News

Judges side with Mueller, nix Russian joint appeal bid

A federal court in Washington, D.C., has denied a bid by a Russian firm to

join an appeal brought by an American who is seeking to challenge the

legitimacy of Robert Mueller’s appointment to special counsel. U.S. Court of

Appeals Judges 

Trump’s words caused a U.S. media firestorm. By the end of the day, Trump

had confirmed the accuracy of the Star’s report, said he was fine with the

leak because now Canada knows his true feelings and also complained at

length that the leak was a breach of his trust.



Canada and the U.S. were not able to reach a deal by Trump’s informal

deadline of Friday. The talks were scheduled to resume on Wednesday.

Trump made his controversial statements in an Oval Office interview with

Bloomberg News on Thursday. He said, “off the record,” that he is not

making any compromises at all with Canada — and that he could not say

this publicly because “it’s going to be so insulting they’re not going to be

able to make a deal.”

“Here’s the problem. If I say no — the answer’s no. If I say no, then you’re

going to put that and it’s going to be so insulting they’re not going to be able

to make a deal ... I can’t kill these people,” Trump said of the Canadian

government.

In another remark he did not want published, Trump said that any deal with

Canada would be “totally on our terms.” He suggested he was scaring the

Canadians into submission by repeatedly threatening to impose tariffs on

imports of Canadian-made cars.

“Off the record, Canada’s working their ass off. And every time we have a

problem with a point, I just put up a picture of a Chevrolet Impala,” Trump

said. The Impala is produced at the General Motors plant in Oshawa, Ont.

Bloomberg agreed to Trump’s request to keep the comments off the record.

But the Star, which obtained the quotes from a source, is not bound by any

promises Bloomberg made to the president, and it published the quotes

after they became part of the critical negotiations................ Trudeau, who

was in Oshawa as the drama unfolded, said, “We will only sign a deal if it is

a good deal for Canada.” Trudeau and Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia

Freeland maintained their practice of refusing to respond directly to Trump’s

regular incendiary statements.

“Over the past year and a half, there’s a lot of things that have been said

from time to time,” Trudeau said. “I think people have noticed that our

government’s approach is always to stay constructive, positive, to engage

on the substance of issues, and to demonstrate that we understand that the

path forward is one of making sure that there’s a win-win-win on all sides.”

Trade experts said it was unclear how the disclosure of the quotes would



affect the talks.......“I suspect that the negotiators on both sides are mostly

focusing on the issues, not the rhetoric. Of course, as part of their own

strategy, they each might bring up Trump’s comments. All of this is

uncharted territory in trade negotiations, though, so nothing would surprise

me,” said Simon Lester, associate director of trade policy at the Cato

Institute.

Eric Miller, president of a U.S.-Canada consultancy, said the disclosure “will

reverberate in the background of the NAFTA talks for the remainder of the

negotiations.”

“For Canada, it will enhance the scrutiny the government will face about any

outcome,” Miller said. But it is also “damaging” to the U.S., he said, because

it appears to reveal their strategy, “and when it comes to the end, if each

party is saying that it’s a good deal that’s a much easier sell in every

country than if some parties are facing persistent questions about whether

they were rolled.”

Read more:

Trade talks end without meeting Donald Trump’s deadline, will resume next

week

Opinion | Rick Salutin: Trump, Trudeau and NAFTA: what could possibly go

wrong?

Analysis | Trump makes 67 false claims in 5th-most-dishonest week as

president

On the record, Trump told Bloomberg that a deal was “close,” that it could

happen by Friday but might take longer, and that Canada ultimately has “no

choice” but to make a deal. Bloomberg quoted those remarks.

But then Trump said, “Off the record: totally on our terms. Totally.”

“Again off the record, they came knocking on our doors last night. ‘Let’s

make a deal. Please,’” he said.

Bloomberg News editor-in-chief John Micklethwait, one of the journalists



who conducted the interview, declined to comment.

“‘Off the record’ means ‘off the record’ — and we should respect that,”

Micklethwait said in an email.

Trump, of course, is known for both dishonesty and for bragging about his

own greatness, and he regularly utters dubious boasts about how he is

supposedly dominating the feeble people on the other side of the bargaining

table. When he claimed to have made no compromises, it is possible he was

making a false claim to impress the Bloomberg journalists.

There was no apparent evidence on Friday for his claim that he has wielded

a photo of an Impala as a negotiating tactic.

Daniel Dale is the Star’s Washington bureau chief. He covers U.S. politics

and current affairs. Follow him on Twitter: @ddale8

U.S. lobbyist says he helped Russian and Ukrainian buy $50,000 tickets to

Trump inauguration

Details in Sam Patten’s plea agreement are the latest reminder of an

investigation by U.S. special counsel Robert Mueller into Russia’s potential

interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Residents of the besieged Palestinian camp of Yarmouk, line up to receive

food supplies in Damascus, Syria in January 2014. In 2016, the U.S. donated

$355 million to the UNRWA, which provides health care, education and

social services to Palestinians in the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Jordan, Syria

and Lebanon, and was set to make a similar contribution this year.

U.S. cuts funding to UN agency aiding Palestinian refugees

The Trump administration’s move comes one week after its cut of bilateral

aid to West Bank and Gaza projects, and could intensify suspicions that it’s

using humanitarian funding as leverage against hostile Palestinian

leadership.

After Alberta vowed to pull out of the federal climate change plan, experts

say it’s not yet clear what that means for the environment.

What does Alberta pulling out of the federal climate plan mean for the

environment?



The province’s own plan will remain in place, but experts say that may not

be enough.

Is Donald Trump About to Become NAFTA’s Savior?

It could have been much worse. For a long time, it seemed as if Donald

Trump might really be serious about scrapping the North American Free

Trade ...

Slate

2 hours ago

U.S. and Canada fail to reach deal on NAFTA

video_youtube

CBS Evening News

2 hours ago

NAFTA talks rocked by media leak of off-record Trump comments on Canada

A media leak of off-record comments by President Trump has roiled the

high-wire negotiations with Canada over the North American Free Trade

Agreement.

Fox News

today

Murky NAFTA talks leave farmers from all 3 nations in the dark | TheHill

So much of what's publicly available on the deal is based on partial

information, resulting from the least transparent negotiations in decades.

The Hill

today

Trump is confused by trade, as shown by NAFTA and Canada

Now that we've seen most of the results of President Trump's

renegotiations of NAFTA with Mexico, we can understand the basis of the

policy there: A few bits of ...

Washington Examiner

today

Who is Sam Patten?

Political operative W. Samuel Patten, who was charged Friday with acting

as an unregistered foreign agent for Ukrainians, has an extensive résumé



that ...

CNN

3 hours ago

Mueller investigation news: Sam Patten flips, will cooperate with special

counsel’s office

Patten is an associate of Paul Manafort and Cambridge Analytica.

Vox.com

today

Business

More Business

Ford cancels plans to sell Focus Active in US

Ford has officially canceled its plans to import the Focus Active to the US

next year. The high-riding hatchback would've been the only Focus variant

sold ...

CNET

today

The 2019 Ford Focus Is Dead For U.S. Thanks To Trump's Tariffs, Mustang

Last Car Standing

Back in April, Ford announced that it was phasing out all small cars except

the Ford Mustang and the Ford Focus Active in North America. Except now

it looks ...

Jalopnik

today

The Ford Focus is dead in the US because of Trump’s trade war

Ford just announced that it's abandoning plans to sell the Focus Active —

which the company makes in China — in the United States because of tariffs

imposed ...

The Verge

today

Ford Scraps Plan to Import China-Built Small Car Due to Tariffs

Ford has ditched plans to import its Focus compact from China to the U.S.,

citing an expected hit from import tariffs the Trump administration put into



effect.

The Wall Street Journal

today

Trump tariffs kill new Ford Focus crossover set for U.S. showrooms

The Dearborn automaker said Friday that new tariffs on Chinese imports

would have made the China-built vehicle a drag on profits.

Detroit News

3 hours ago

https://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2018/08/30 

Investigative reporter Linda Moulton Howe returned to her monthly slot on

C2C. In her reports, she discussed the ferocious 2018 wildfire season, FBI

documents withheld on past animal mutilations, and a storied UFO

encounter from 1973. The Mendocino fire in California is the largest ever in

that state, now exceeding 400,000 acres, which is more than half the size of

Rhode Island. The fire has been unstoppable and is expected to burn to the

end of August. In her first segment, she interviewed climate authority Kevin

Trenberth from the National Center for Atmospheric Research, who

connected the increased heat on the planet to drought and dry conditions

https://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2018/08/30


that are conducive to massive wildfires, not only in California and the

American West, but also in such places as Greece, Spain, and Portugal.

George Noory

Tech News

First-hour guest, technology and privacy expert Lauren Weinstein talked

about the latest tech stories in the news. Regarding Donald Trump's

complaint about search engine coverage, he noted that whatever he's said

most recently tends to get picked up and amplified, and this usually

includes the President's off-the-cuff tweets. On the subject of haters and

trolls on the Internet, Weinstein suggested that people behave differently

when they are perceived to be anonymous, and they may feel

disenfranchised in their everyday lives, and acting out on the Internet

creates a sense of empowerment for them. He also talked about the

importance of net neutrality-- if that is completely lost, it will allow the giant

ISPs to have total control over what goes on the Internet, he cautioned. 



John Greenewald’s The Black Vault Gets Suppressed 1979-1980 FBI Cattle

Mutilation Documents. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation memo dated January 9, 1980, between

Butte, Montana, FBI field office and FBI Director in Washington, D. C. about

"Cattle Mutilations."

Federal Bureau of Investigation memo dated January 9, 1980, between

Butte, Montana, FBI field office and FBI Director in Washington, D. C., about

“Cattle Mutilations.”

— Angus Cattle Raiser’s 9th Mutilation Came with A Blast of White Light. 

“All of a sudden, the entire room just flashed — like a dance club where a

strobe light goes off and the dogs went nuts.” – Alex Peterson, Owner,

Windmill Angus Ranch, Haigler, Nebraska

— “Robots” and “Small Female Alien” in UFO Close Encounter by Calvin

Parker in Pascagoula, Mississippi. Report upcoming.
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nd of grey, wrinkled skin, with no facial features.” – Calvin Parker, Abductee

and Author, UFO Contact At Pascagoula: My Story © July 2018.

1.6 times larger than Earth and orbiting in the habitable zone of a sun-like

star, Kepler-452b could be one of the best places in our galaxy so far to look

for extraterrestrial life. Further investigation will require advanced,

space-based telescopes such as those currently in development at NASA

where this exoplanet illustration was produced.

Classic rockers The Eagles dethroned Jackson’s 1982 masterwork “Thriller”

as the top-selling album of all time when the band’s “Their Greatest Hits

1971-1975” surpassed 38 million copies sold.

Regardless of what it says about their relative musical talents, the

milestone is evidence of the awesome spending power of the generation

that’s just a few years older than Jackson’s Generation X fan base: baby

boomers.

‘You can check out any time you like, but you can never leave’

Representatives for the band and its music label didn’t have an exact

demographic profile of Eagles fans available, but the band formed in 1971,



and it’s safe to assume that the bulk of the band’s fans are baby boomers,

the group born between 1946 to 1964 and now in their mid-50s to early 70s.

X

See Also

Canada's Sticking Points in Trade Talks With U.S., Mexico

Research has shown that musical taste freezes in your early 30s. That’s

how old millions of boomers were when the Eagles were churning out

chart-toppers like “Hotel California,” which included the immortal lines “You

can check out any time you like, but you can never leave.”

Most people (69%) who like similar artists of that era — including Eric

Clapton, The Grateful Dead, Fleetwood Mac, and Paul McCartney — are 45

and older, said Russ Crupnick, managing partner of the research firm

MusicWatch. And those fans have had ample opportunity to buy the

record-setting Eagles’ greatest hits album again and again.

The $80 billion fitness industry sees huge growth in this demographic

As one fan noted on The Eagles official Facebook page, “I had this twice on

vinyl, once on cassette, and three times on CD. I’m pretty sure I’m due for

another copy. I play them so much they wear out.”

    ‘I had this twice on vinyl, once on cassette, and three times on CD. I’m

pretty sure I’m due for another copy. I play them so much they wear out.’

    - Eagles fan on the album Their Greatest Hits (1971-1975)

In fact, today’s music listeners get most excited about rediscovering songs

and bands they already know, like the song that played at their prom, or a

band they liked in college. “Every time we ask people about music

discovery, more people are interested in rediscovering older music than in

discovering new music,” Crupnick said.

‘Life in the Fast Lane’

The Eagles sang about “Life in the Fast Lane” and the boomers are living it

now. Their boomer fans have come a long way from their days spent

wearing tattered jeans and shaggy hair and rejecting conformity. They’ve

more than embraced the mainstream. They now control 70% of all

disposable income in the U.S., and boomers 50 and older account for more



than half of U.S. consumer spending, according to a 2016 report by Visa.

They also stand to inherit some $15 trillion in wealth over the next 15 years.

And far from “dropping out” as they did in the late ’60s, they’re staying in the

workforce far longer than previous generations did.

Millennials now outnumber boomers, and marketers are obsessed with

capturing their screen-challenged attention spans. But brands would be

wise to shift their efforts to well-resourced boomers, said Peter Hubbell,

founder and CEO of Boomagers, an ad agency and consulting firm focused

on boomers.

“The millennials may represent the future of marketing, but the future isn’t

here yet,” Hubbell said. Millennials are still five to 15 years away or so away

from their peak earning years. Hubbell has seen some long-established

companies panic when they realize their core customers are now in their

70s and awkwardly try to pivot to selling to millennials. “That’s a wrong

move,” Hubbell said. “They should be going after the people who actually

have money.”

Melissa Prepster, a 49-year-old from Austin, Texas, and co-founder of a

Facebook page for Eagles fans, says she thinks Eagles music still sells

because fans associate the songs with important moments in their lives.

“It’s their personal soundtrack,” Prepster said. “People did things to the

music of the Eagles. They partied, they got engaged, they went on road

trips.”

She says she tries not to think about how much money she’s spent on The

Eagles over the years. She’s seen them in concert 109 times since 1994.

Why boomers want to ‘take it to the limit’

Why does The Eagles music still sell so well? And why are fans willing to

pay $148 and up for their October show at New York City’s Madison Square

Garden?

It’s partly related to boomers’ attitude toward aging. The older boomers get,

the younger they claim to feel. Among boomers aged 65 to 74, 33% feel 10

to 19 years younger than their age. And when they predict how healthy

they’ll be in their golden years, they don’t envision a decline, Hubbell said.



That’s why the Eagles’ greatest hits still finds buyers. “It’s timeless music

for ageless people,” Hubbell said. “It’s really about: if my music is timeless,

then I must be timeless too. Boomers don’t want to be young again, they

just want to be ageless.”

The last time Wall Street’s

‘fear index’ and stocks

traded this closely it didn’t

end well

Judge says he'll probably kill DACA

Don Lemon proves Trump remarks are real

Kavanaugh saw constitutional problems in campaign contribution limits

Opinion: Rudy Giuliani lectures another country on ethics

Pat Cipollone could be next White House counsel

US, Canada don't reach deal on NAFTA

After saying he'd freeze federal pay, Trump says he'll study it



Father of Kentucky secretary of state indicted in connection with her

Senate campaign

Ex-aide: Trump 'nodded' at suggestion of Putin meeting

In 2016, Donald Trump "nodded with approval" at the notion of a meeting

with Vladimir Putin, according to a court filing seeking leniency for the aide.

George Papadopoulos lied to the FBI »

   

Politics HuffPost

Donald Trump Gets Brutally Mocked Over 'Biggest Stadium' Pledge For Ted

Cruz

President Donald Trump was widely mocked on Twitter over his "complete

and

Senator Ted Cruz to get helping hand from President Trump in race against

Beto O'Rourke

KTRK – Houston

Trump to hold major rally for Ted Cruz

Fox Business Videos

Politics Bloomberg

Michael Cohen Sells New York City Apartment Stakes Worth Millions

Michael Cohen, President Donald Trump’s former personal attorney who

recently pleaded guilty to campaign-finance and tax crimes, has sold his

interest in two Manhattan apartment buildings, public records show. Cohen

sold his stakes in 330 East 63rd St. and 133 Ave. D earlier this month,

according to documents filed with New York City. The buyers were trusts

connected to Eric Nelson, a co-investor in the buildings.



Entertainment Yahoo View

Trump had a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad week (again)

Pres. Trump is attacking a new poll that shows his approval has slipped.

Entertainment Yahoo View

Trump had a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad week (again)

Pres. Trump is attacking a new poll that shows his approval has slipped.

Politics HuffPost

Donald Trump Sparks Anger In Ireland After Upcoming Visit Is Confirmed

A warm Irish welcome will likely not be afforded to President Donald Trump

Politics Good Morning America

Sam Patten, Manafort associate, pleads guilty in case referred by Mueller

Federal prosecutors on Friday targeted a veteran Republican lobbyist in a

case referred by special counsel Robert Mueller, landing a guilty plea and

cooperation from the political operative who illegally purchase tickets to

President Trump’s inauguration on behalf of a foreign client, according to

court papers. The lobbyist, Sam Patten, pleaded guilty to acting “as an

agent of a foreign principal, to wit, the Opposition Bloc (a Ukrainian political

party) and its members, without registering” as a foreign lobbyist, according

to court documents filed by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Washington, DC.

Manafort associate admits paying Trump inauguration $50,000 in Ukrainian

cash

The Telegraph

Paul Manafort associate who worked with Cambridge Analytica charged

The Independent



In a court filing, Trump's former campaign adviser contradicts sworn

testimony Sessions gave to Congress

Lobbyist says he helped steer foreign money to Trump's team

Analysis: Trump's summer from hell

Berman: Mueller probe keeps finding broomsticks

DOJ official: Steele said Russian intel thought they had Trump 'over a barrel'

James Clapper: Walls are crashing in on Trump

Clapper: Seems 'walls crashing in' on Trump

New Day

In an interview with CNN's John Berman, former director of national

intelligence James Clapper said that President Trump's behavior recently

makes it seems like "the walls are crashing in" on Trump. 

Kristol: Trump has been 'misbehaving' and paying people off for years

    Sharpton slams Trump at Aretha's funeral

    Panelist: WH may have leaked Trump remark on Canada

   

 Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    John McCain honored at U.S. Capitol ceremony

    Rev. Sharpton reads Obama letter at Aretha Franklin’s funeral

    Bill Clinton remembers Franklin at funeral service

    Celebrating the life of the ‘Queen of Soul’

    Maddow: U.S. prosecutors ask judge to gag Mariia Butina lawyer

    Kornacki: Pres. Trump’s ‘rocky’ week

    Pres. Trump made disparaging comments about Canada: Report

    Pres. Trump to rally for Sen. Cruz

    Trump says he’ll ‘study’ decision to cancel federal pay raises

    Trump disapproval at 60 percent, according to new poll



Bette Midler Taunts Trump For Claiming Dems Will Turn Violent After

Midterms

By Lee Moran

The Broadway star has also bashed Trump over his response to Sen. John

McCain's death.

Both Sides In Florida’s Governor’s Race Got The Opponent They Wanted

Nixon To Gov. Cuomo: If You Stop Lying, I Will Stop Interrupting

‘LYIN’ TED’ NO MORE?

Trump Gets Brutally Mocked Over ‘Biggest Stadium’ Pledge For Ted Cruz

By Lee Moran

TODDLER TRUMP

Trump’s Weird Oval Office Pose Sparks Hilarious ‘Photoshop Battle’

By Lee Moran

 POLITICS

Now Donald Trump Jr. Blames Dems For Mollie Tibbetts’ Homicide

By Mary Papenfuss

 BUSINESS

Trump Trade War Toll: Ford Focus Crossover Killed For U.S. Consumers

By Mary Papenfuss

This is the first of potentially many vehicles that will be cut from the

American market due to president's tariffs.



As talks with Canada falter, Trump to advance preliminary Mexico trade

deal

Members of Congress have said they’ll support a new NAFTA deal only if

Canada is included, but the administration’s notice to Congress is expected

to state the White House is hopeful it will reach an agreement with Canada

soon.

    By Damian Paletta, Jeff Stein and Heather Long



    How Canadian dairy pricing soured the NAFTA negotiations

Ex-adviser to Trump says he told Mueller that candidate liked idea of Putin

meeting

In a court filing, lawyers for George Papadopoulos said that in March 2016,

when he raised the idea of a meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin,

Donald Trump “nodded with approval and deferred to” then-Sen. Jeff

Sessions.

    By Spencer S. Hsu and Rosalind S. Helderman

U.S. political consultant admits foreign money was funneled to Trump

inauguration

California lawmakers pass net neutrality law, setting up clash with FCC over

future of Internet

The bill — which would become the toughest net neutrality law in the nation

— seeks to turn California into the leader of a widening state-led backlash

against the Federal Communications Commission.

    By Brian Fung

Drawing a crowd3:40

(Lee Powell/The Post)

Why so many people are coming to see Beto O’Rourke: A revolt against

Trump and a demand for compassion

The Democratic congressman challenging Sen. Ted Cruz (R) in Texas says

he’s intent on running a positive campaign, one focused not on his famously

acerbic rival or President Trump but on soothing hot anger with a promise of

something different.

    By Jenna Johnson

    O’Rourke drunk-driving crash in 1998 included alleged attempt to flee

Rest in peace, Lindsey Graham

    By Dana Milbank

Poll by sinking poll, Trump inches toward impeachment



    By Megan McArdle

What does Kavanaugh’s paper trail say? Let’s ask the experts.

    By Post Opinions Staff

Politics Esquire

Touching Photos Show Family, Friends, Colleagues, Veterans, and Citizens

Mourning John McCain

The McCain family gathered in Phoenix to begin paying their respects From

Esquire

    199

    Reactions



Politics Reuters

Trump says Canada not needed in NAFTA deal, warns Congress not to

interfere

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Donald Trump said on Saturday

there was no need to keep Canada in the North American Free Trade

Agreement and warned Congress not to meddle with the trade negotiations

or he would terminate the trilateral trade pact altogether. "There is no

political necessity to keep Canada in the new NAFTA deal. If we don’t make

a fair deal for the U.S. after decades of abuse, Canada will be out," Trump

said on Twitter. "Congress should not interfere w/ these negotiations or I

will simply terminate NAFTA entirely & we will be far better off," he added.

...

Trump warns Congress against interfering in NAFTA trade negotiations

Reuters

NAFTA session with Canada breaks off after Trump 'so insulting' remarks

Autoblog



Donald Trump, George Papadopoulos, Robert Mueller (Photo illustration:

Yahoo News; photos: Win McNamee/Getty Images, Alexandria Sheriff’s

Office/Handout via Reuters, Nicholas Kamm/AFP/Getty Images)

Trump aide's lawyers: He lied

to FBI to protect 'his master'
Michael Isikoff 

The lawyers for former Trump campaign adviser George Papadopoulos say

in a new court filing that their client lied to the FBI about his contacts with

Russians because he was seeking to get a job in the administration at the

time and wanted to preserve his loyalty to “his master” — an apparent

reference to President Trump.

The new explanation for Papadopoulos’s lies to the FBI came in a 16-page

court filing by his lawyers Friday night that also revealed new details about

what the former Trump adviser has told special counsel Robert Mueller’s

investigators, including his claim that Trump himself specifically approved

his efforts to set up a summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin during

the 2016 campaign.

As asserted by Papadopoulos’s lawyers, FBI agents first confronted their

client after he stepped out of the shower at his mother’s home in Chicago on

Jan. 27, 2017 — just one week after Trump’s inauguration. The agents

sought to question him about his contacts with Joseph Mifsud, a

Kremlin-linked professor in London, and other key figures of interest in the

investigation into Russian ties to the Trump campaign.

Papadopoulos admittedly threw agents off the track, telling them that his

contacts with Mifsud had begun before he joined the Trump campaign —

instead of after he was named as a campaign adviser in March 2016. It was

a crucial difference, misleading investigators about Mifsud’s reasons for

reaching out to him as part of what the FBI later concluded was a

wide-ranging Kremlin effort to cultivate officials of the Trump campaign.



“For that, Mr. Papadopoulos is ashamed and remorseful,” his lawyers wrote.

George Papadopoulos (Photo: George Papadopoulos via Twitter)

But Papadopoulos’s lawyers insist that their client’s motives for lying were

“far from the sinister spin” that Mueller’s prosecutors have suggested:

Papadopoulos lied because he was trying to get a job with the Trump

administration at the time and feared that if he told FBI agents the truth, it

would hurt his chances.

“Caught off-guard by an impromptu interrogation, Mr. Papadopoulos misled

investigators to save his professional aspirations and preserve a perhaps

misguided loyalty to his master,” the lawyers wrote.

The filing by Papadopoulos’s lawyers came a week before his scheduled

sentencing by U.S. Judge Randolph Moss. Mueller’s team is seeking a

sentence of up to six months in federal prison, contending in their own brief

that his lies damaged the FBI investigation, costing agents the opportunity

to confront Mifsud when he was in the U.S. The prosecutors also argued

that even after he pleaded guilty and agreed to cooperate, Papadopoulos

provided little “substantial” information that the FBI didn’t already have.

To rebut that contention, Papadopoulos’s lawyers provided other new

details about what the former campaign adviser revealed to Mueller as part

of his cooperation agreement.

One example of previously undisclosed “critical information,” the lawyers

wrote, is that in late May 2016, just before Russian President Vladimir Putin

flew to Athens for a state visit, Papadopoulos tipped off the government of

Greece to a closely held secret that could affect that year’s U.S.

presidential election: that the Russian government possessed “dirt” on

Hillary Clinton.

Greek Foreign Minister Nikolaos Kotzias greets U.S. Secretary of State Rex

Tillerson at the State Department in Washington, March 13, 2017. (Photo:

Aaron P. Bernstein/Reuters)

It has previously been reported that over drinks at a London bar, also in May

2016, Papadopoulos told an Australian diplomat that the Kremlin had “dirt”

on Clinton in the form of “thousands of emails.” But the disclosure about his

conversation with a senior Greek official — described in the court filing as



the foreign minister, apparently a reference to Nikolaos Kotzias — is the

first indication that he spread the same information to another foreign

government.

Even “more significantly,” the lawyers wrote, Papadopoulos also informed

the FBI about Trump’s positive reaction when he first proposed using his

Russia contacts to set up a pre-election summit between the then-GOP

presidential candidate and Putin.

As laid out in the court filing, Papadopoulos presented his plan to arrange

the summit with Putin at a March 31, 2016, meeting in Washington of the

Trump campaign’s new national security advisory team. Trump himself

presided over the meeting, which included then-Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala.,

now Trump’s embattled attorney general.

“Eager to show his value to the campaign, George announced at the

meeting that he had connections that could facilitate a foreign policy

meeting between Mr. Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin,” the

lawyers wrote. “While some in the room rebuffed George’s offer, Mr. Trump

nodded with approval and deferred to Mr. Sessions, who appeared to like

the idea and stated that the campaign should look into it.”

That account would appear to contradict Sessions’ testimony to Congress

last year that he “pushed back” on the idea of a Trump-Putin summit and

told the young adviser that he was not authorized to represent the campaign

on the matter.

Attorney General Jeff Sessions speaks during a House Judiciary Committee

hearing in Washington, Nov. 14, 2017. (Photo: Andrew Harrer/Bloomberg via

Getty Images)

But it confirms an account first revealed in “Russian Roulette” — a book

written by this reporter and David Corn — that Papadopoulos believed Trump

“gave him encouragement” to pursue the idea.

In fact, after the meeting with Trump and Sessions, Papadopoulos

aggressively followed up on his efforts to arrange a Putin summit. He met on

several occasions with Mifsud, the Kremlin-linked professor; a young woman

named “Olga” who he believed (wrongly) to be Putin’s niece; and a

Russia-connected think-tank director in London — all while keeping senior



officials of the Trump campaign informed about his efforts.

“George’s giddiness over Mr. Trump’s recognition was prominent during the

days that followed the March 31, 2016, meeting,” the lawyers wrote. “He

had a sense of unbridled loyalty to the candidate and his campaign and set

about trying to organize the meeting with President Putin.”

Papadopoulos apparently learned about the Kremlin file on Clinton during

one of his conversations with Mifsud in London in late April, after getting

what he believed was the nod of approval from Trump to set up the

conference with Putin.

As previously detailed by Mueller’s prosecutors, Papadopoulos had

breakfast with Mifsud at a London hotel on April 26, 2016, and first was told

that the Russians “had emails of Clinton. They have thousands of emails.”

What Papadopoulos told the Trump campaign about this — if anything —

remains unclear. His lawyers wrote that their client later told the FBI “he

does not recall” ever passing along the information about the Clinton emails

to others in the Trump campaign. (The day after the Mifsud breakfast,

Papadopoulos did email campaign policy official Stephen Miller vaguely:

“Have some interesting messages coming in from Moscow about a trip when

the time is right.”)

Joseph Mifsud (Photo: Juan Manuel Herrera/OAS)

But Papadopoulos did relay the information about the Clinton emails to

Alexander Downer, the top Australian diplomat to the United Kingdom,

during a night of heavy drinking at the Kensington Wine Room in London.

Downer’s later report of that conversation was a critical event that

triggered the FBI to open up a counterintelligence investigation into

Russia’s efforts to interfere in the 2016 election and its outreach to

members of the Trump campaign.

Left unexplained in the new court filing is why Papadopoulos passed along

the same information about Russian “dirt” on Clinton to the Greek foreign

minister. But the fact that he did so just a few days before Putin visited that

country suggests he may have been trying to spur closer ties between

Moscow and Athens. At the time, according to published reports, Putin was

seeking to drive a wedge between Greece and the European Union and



encourage the Greeks to support rolling back E.U. sanctions on Russia for

its 2014 annexation of Crimea. That effort had an echo in the Trump

campaign’s ambivalence about continuing sanctions against Russia.

Putin’s visit apparently bore some fruit. At his meeting with Greek Prime

Minister Alexis Tsipras, Putin told him that Russia would “never negotiate”

over its annexation of Crimea. Tsipras did not push back.

“I would like to once again emphasize that strengthening our connections

with Russia is our strategic choice,” Tsipras told Putin, according to a

Kremlin transcript of the meeting.

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, left, welcomes Russian President

Vladimir Putin at the Maximos Mansion in Athens, Greece, May 27, 2016.

(Photo: Orestis Panagiotou/EPA via AP)

_____

Read more from Yahoo News:

    Cohen’s lawyer says senators failed to ask the right ‘follow-up questions’

in probe

    State under fire over vulnerable voting machines

    The agency created to protect elections is broken

    The bell tolls for John McCain: How Hemingway’s antifascist hero shaped

the man

    The Republicans are beating Democrats on Facebook, but by how much?

    Beyond Mexico: How DHS rule changes may affect black immigrants

    Photos: Memorial tributes to John McCain

 

Trump threatens to leave Canada behind on NAFTA, warns Congress not to

‘interfere’

Lawmakers have told President Trump that they will only sign onto a new

trade deal that includes all three North American nations. But Trump

asserted his right to go on without Canada and scrap NAFTA if lawmakers

attempt to stop him.

    By Heather Long2 hours ago



Ex-adviser to Trump says he told Mueller that candidate liked idea of Putin

meeting

In a court filing, lawyers for George Papadopoulos said that in March 2016,

when he raised the idea of a meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin,

Donald Trump “nodded with approval and deferred to” then-Sen. Jeff

Sessions.

    By Spencer S. Hsu and Rosalind S. Helderman

Trump to withhold 100,000 pages of Kavanaugh’s White House records

The president claimed executive privilege in his decision to not release the

records from Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh’s tenure in the

George W. Bush White House. The move drew criticism from Democrats,

who have pushed for more disclosure ahead of confirmation hearings. 

    By Seung Min Kim



















































































Lifestyle Cosmo

The handbag everyone was obsessed with the year you were born

You'll DEFINITELY recognize some of these. From Cosmopolitan

Politics Associated Press

AP sources: Former spy said Russia had

'Trump over a barrel'

WASHINGTON (AP) - A senior Justice

Department lawyer says a former British spy

told him at a breakfast meeting two years

ago that Russian intelligence believed it had

Donald Trump "over a barrel," according to

multiple people familiar with the encounter.

Politics AFP

Manafort associate charged over Ukraine lobbying

A Republican consultant linked to President Donald Trump's former

campaign chairman Paul Manafort admitted Friday he illegally funneled

money from a Ukraine tycoon to Trump's inauguration. Sam Patten, who

worked with Manafort to advise and lobby for Ukraine's pro-Russia

Opposition Bloc, was the newest person to be charged out of special

prosecutor Robert Mueller's sprawling Russia collusion investigation.

Manafort Associate Patten Agrees to Cooperate With U.S. Prosecutors

Bloomberg Video

Manafort Associate Sam Patten Charged With Lobbying Law Violation

Bloomberg



Figure 62

Issues for Kavanaugh: The president who chose him and the court he would

change

As Supreme Court confirmation hearings for Brett M. Kavanaugh begin

Tuesday, abortion, affirmative action, religion, gay rights and the

environment are among the issues at stake. But the hearings also come as

the powers of a special prosecutor to investigate the president are part of a

national debate, with constitutional decisions on executive power possibly

awaiting the high court.

    By Robert Barnes2 hours ago

Trump to withhold 100,000 pages of Kavanaugh’s White House records

Trump threatens to leave Canada behind on NAFTA, warns Congress not to

‘interfere’

Lawmakers have told President Trump that they will only sign onto a new

trade deal that includes all three North American nations. But Trump

asserted his right to go on without Canada and scrap NAFTA if lawmakers

attempt to stop him.

    By Heather Long

What Brooklyn, Iowa, wanted was to mourn. Instead, a tragedy brought

partisan political division.

After the arrest of an undocumented immigrant in the slaying of 20-year-old

Mollie Tibbetts, the Iowa town is trying to escape the inescapable: politics.

The farming community of 1,500 said it had been living in relative harmony

until the slaying, and immigration politics, upended it.



Agents Tried to Flip Russian Oligarchs. The Fallout Spread to Trump.

    American officials hoped they could persuade some of Russia’s

wealthiest men to help with U.S. investigations.

    In the case of Oleg V. Deripaska, they were hoping for information on

Russian organized crime and, later, on possible Russian aid to President

Trump’s 2016 campaign.

A Look at All the Misconduct in Trump’s Orbit

Here are all the people connected to President Trump who have violated

federal ethics rules or been charged with crimes.

Updated24m ago

White House to Withhold 100,000 Pages of Kavanaugh Records

The Trump administration cited executive privilege in its refusal to release

records relating to Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh’s time as a lawyer in the Bush

White House.



Trump called Texas Sen.

Cruz 'Lyin' Ted.' Now he's

going to stump for his

reelection

By Associated Press 
CRUZ FIGHT OF HIS LIFE?

'It's a race'...

Trump's old tweets come back to haunt...

TRUMP BASH AT MCCAIN FUNERAL

ARETHA'S TOO! 

Outcry over 'FIRST MAN' Signals Controversial Award Season...

Unpatriotic...

Director, Armstrong Family Defend Absence of American Flag...



CNN Top stories

Ex-Vatican official says Pope knew about meeting with Kim Davis

Series of explosions reported at Syrian military airport

California close to enacting nation's strongest net neutrality law

'ER' actress killed in California police shooting

Video shows bomber blow himself up as officers near

'Crazy Rich Asians' is the hit of Labor Day weekend

Starbucks quietly tests a healthier recipe

French actor accused of rape by friends' daughter

Soccer star avoids national service by winning gold medal

How to prepare for ex-President Trump

How to prepare

for ex-President

Trump

The President

who cried wolf

Trump WH is what

real culture of

corruption looks

like

Mike Pence's plan

to outlast Trump

This is why Louis C.K. can laugh off abuse

Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Obama on McCain: We knew we were on the same team

    Matthews: McCain funeral was statement of resistance

    Meghan McCain honors her father in emotional tribute

    George W. Bush: John McCain ‘made me better’

    Obama, Bush pay tribute to McCain at memorial service

    Rev. Sharpton reads Obama letter at Aretha’s funeral

    Celebrating the life of ‘Queen of Soul’ Aretha Franklin

    Bill Clinton remembers Aretha at funeral service

    Maddow: Prosecutors ask judge to gag Butina lawyer

    Kornacki: Trump’s ‘rocky’ week



WHITE HOUSE HOLDS BACK 100K KAVANAUGH PAGES!

Sen. Chuck Schumer Said The Decision ‘Has All The Makings Of A Cover-Up’

By Lisa Mascaro, AP

Report: Bruce Ohr and Christopher Steele Helped Try and Turn an Oligarch

Into an Informant

For two years the FBI and the DOJ tried to flip Oleg Deripaska.

Newsweek

Agents Tried to Flip Russian Oligarchs. The Fallout Spread to Trump.

WASHINGTON — In the estimation of American officials, Oleg V. Deripaska,

a Russian oligarch with close ties to the Kremlin, has faced credible

accusations of ...

The New York Times

today

‘You have no shame': Ivanka attends McCain funeral



Celebrity HuffPost

Al Sharpton Absolutely Shreds Donald Trump At Aretha Franklin's Funeral

> Rev. Al Sharpton at Aretha Franklin's funeral: "When word went out that

Ms.

Politics AFP

60 pct of Americans disapprove of Trump job performance: poll

Sixty percent of Americans disapprove of President Donald Trump's job

performance and nearly half support impeachment, according to an opinion

poll published on Friday. Thirty-six percent of Americans approve of Trump's

White House performance, the Washington Post-ABC News poll found. In the

last Post-ABC survey, in April, Trump received an approval rating of 40

percent and a disapproval rating of 56 percent.

One of the hottest VC firms in Silicon Valley has removed the team page

from its website after bleeding 7 partners over the summer

Business Insider

‘Thank God You Exist.’ These Female VCs Have $27 Million to Invest in

Women’s Ideas

Time

Politics The Independent

Trump rails in Indiana campaign speech against Hillary Clinton, 'rigged

search results' and crowd sizes - again

The president was in town to support the Republican candidate for senator,

a wealthy businessman named Mike Braun, who has vowed to be a “true

ally” to Mr Trump if elected in one of the country’s tightest races. Mr Trump

called Mr Braun a “special guy” before going on to attack his Democrat rival,

Senator Joe Donnelly, as someone who is “not going to vote for us on

anything”. On the Justice Department, Mr Trump repeated his complaint that

the attorney general Jeff Sessions has failed to intervene and shut down

Robert Mueller’s investigation into possible collusion between Russia and

the Trump team in 2016.



   





































Politics The Telegraph

Former MI6 officer 'encouraged Russian oligarch to give evidence against

Trump campaign'

Christopher Steele, the former MI6 officer who attracted Donald Trump’s fury

for drafting a dossier of allegations about collusion with Moscow, was

involved in efforts to flip a high-profile Russian oligarch, according to newly

released emails. They reportedly reveal that the British agent helped

American officials target Oleg Deripaska, a Kremlin-linked billionaire, as part

of an effort to persuade influential figures to pass on information about any

assistance given to Mr Trump’s election campaign. The details were

revealed in emails obtained by The New York Times, which said they had

been passed from the Department of Justice to Republicans in Congress.

They will be seized on by Mr Trump’s allies as further evidence that Mr

Steele - a frequent target of their attacks - was part of a “deep state”



conspiracy to bring down the president. The president himself spent part of a

holiday weekend quoting approvingly from a conservative column that

accused Mr Steele of trying to “verify the unverifiable”. “That’s part of the

story of the Russia Hoax,” he wrote. “Christopher Steele is on the payroll of

Hillary Clinton & the FBI, & when they fired him for lying, they continued to

use him.” The former British intelligence analyst has been in the firing line

ever since his dossier of allegations was leaked and published in January

last year. It suggested Russian intelligence agencies had compromising

personal and business information about Mr Trump. In the latest twist, the

New York Times reports that the FBI and the Justice Department attempted

from 2014-2016 to turn Mr Deripaska, whose vast aluminium empire once

made him Russia’s richest man, into an informant. They suggested they

could ease a string of legal woes and help him secure visas for the US.

Deripaska: the oligarch's oligarch forever at centre of intrigue In return, they

asked during a September 2015 meeting for information on organised crime

and, in a meeting a year later, on possible Russian aid to Mr Trump's 2016

campaign, according to former and current officials, as well as figures close

to Mr Deripaska. The emails include communications between Mr Steele and

Bruce Ohr, a Justice Department official who has long headed efforts to

tackle Russian organised crime and who has also been a repeat target of Mr

Trump’s anger. In one, Mr Steele says his company has “sensitive” research

suggesting that Mr Deripaska and other oligarchs might be chafing at

Kremlin pressure to toe the government line. Mr Steele also acted as a

go-between, setting up a meeting between Mr Deripaska and American

officials in 2015, during which he was quizzed about alleged links between

Russian crime lords and President Vladimir Putin's government, the New

York Times reported. Profile | Christopher Steele A year later, FBI agents

called unannounced at a home Mr Deripaska’s owns in New York. They

reportedly asked the 50-year-old oligarch whether his former business

partner Paul Manafort had worked as a liaison with the Kremlin during his

time as Trump campaign chairman. At the time, the Obama administration

was agonising over how best to respond to concerns about Russian meddling

without being accused of trying to tilt the race against Mr Trump. The

outreach to oligarchs proved fruitless, according to the newspaper.

However, at about the same time Mr Steele told Mr Ohr about the research

that would evolve into his infamous dossier. Over breakfast, he said he

believed Russian intelligence had Mr Trump “over a barrel”, according to a

person familiar with the discussion.



   CNN Top stories

    Mollie Tibbetts' father: Don't use her death to promote 'racist' views

    Airstrike on Yemen school bus is 'apparent war crime,' says rights group

    U2's Bono suffers 'complete loss of voice'

    Cameras catch moment between Bush, Michelle Obama

    House interns struggle to make ends meet

    Video shows bomber blow himself up as officers near

    'Crazy Rich Asians' rules box office again

    S.E. Cupp: Conservative movement is in a coma

 Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    The strong message sent by McCain’s funeral

    McCain to be buried at Naval Academy

    Klobuchar: Kavanaugh confirmation process ‘not normal’

    Obama on McCain: We knew we were on the same team

    Why the Kavanaugh nom is different than any other

    Matthews: McCain funeral was statement of resistance

    Meghan McCain honors her father in emotional tribute

    George W. Bush: John McCain ‘made me better’

    Obama, Bush pay tribute to McCain at memorial service

    Rev. Sharpton reads Obama letter at Aretha’s funeral

huffpost.com

NO GRAHAM DENIAL ON ROE DANGER

Tibbetts Dad Savages Don Jr: ‘Don’t Use Mollie’

Leon Panetta Says Trump’s North Korea Summit Was ‘Doomed’ From The

Start

Meghan McCain Takes Aim At Trump In Powerful Eulogy

GOP Senator Warns Trump: Firing Sessions Wouldn’t Be ‘Politically Wise’

Microwave Weapons The ‘Prime Suspect’ In Mystery U.S. Embassy Attacks



sure is windy on

the moon .....wait

a second .....there

is no

atmoshere/wind

on the moon ....uh

oh ..... new

propaganda story

is needed ......

Content from CBS All Access

Explaining the high crime rates in the Rust Belt

Decades-long industrial decline has fueled violence in the American

Midwest.



Agents Tried to Flip Russian Oligarchs. The Fallout Spread to Trump.

    American officials hoped they could persuade some of Russia’s wealthiest

men to help with U.S. investigations.

    In the case of Oleg V. Deripaska, they were hoping for information on

Russian organized crime and, later, on possible Russian aid to President

Trump’s 2016 campaign.

Sept. 1

A Look at All the Misconduct in Trump’s Orbit

Here are the people connected to President Trump who have violated federal

ethics rules or been charged with crimes.
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Two funerals and a wedding: The shunning of Donald Trump

   

Politics

Two funerals and a wedding: The shunning of Donald Trump 

Fact check

Beto O'Rourke's 'Reality Check'

Snopes.com

When Putin Visited Depressing Siberian City, Russian TV Showed Footage of

Moscow to Beautify its Report

Polygraph.info

Old Spin on Health Care Fraud Bust Returns

FactCheck.org

Fact-checking Republican attack ads in tight House races

Washington Post

Trump Claims 'We Did a Fantastic Job in Puerto Rico'

New York Times



HOT SUMMER: TRUMP’S SIX SEPARATE INVESTIGATIONS 

Two funerals and a wedding: The shunning of Donald Trump

President Trump's exclusion from high-profile events of mourning and

celebration — where American presidents are typically counted on to stand

in for an entire nation — is emerging as a pattern over his 19 months in

office.

He lied to the FBI to protect 'his master', the donald ......





The last time Wall Street’s ‘fear index’ and stocks traded this closely it didn’t

end well

The American Dream is getting smaller

Americans are redefining their dreams, and the reason is depressing

MassMutual did not clarify what “financial independence” means in the

survey, but it typically means no longer having to work, because one has

enough savings.

More worrying, perhaps: 33% of those surveyed said they think that dream is

disappearing. Why? They have too much debt. “Americans believe financial

security is at the core of the American Dream, but it is alarming that so many

think it is beyond their reach,” said Mike Fanning, head of MassMutual U.S.

Some 64% of those surveyed said they have a mortgage, 56% said they had

credit-card debt and 26% said they have student-loan debt. Many surveyed

said they don’t feel financially secure. More than a quarter said they wish

they had better control of their finances.

This is what happens when homes are made permanently affordable

It makes sense that debt is on Americans’ minds. Collectively, Americans

have more than $1 trillion in credit-card debt, according to the Federal

Reserve. They have another $1.5 trillion in student loans, up from $1.1 trillion

in 2013. Motor vehicle loans are now topping $1.1 trillion, up from $878.5

billion in 2013. And they have another nearly $15 trillion in mortgage debt

outstanding.

For some, investments in education and property can pay off, said Rachel

Podnos, a certified financial planner and attorney based in Washington, D.C.,

but for others, that debt is just an obstacle.

“I don’t get any more why owning a home is essential to the American

Dream,” she said. “It’s a really bad idea if that is going to cause you to buy a

home you can’t afford, which could jeopardize your dream of ever reaching

financial independence.”

Despite the recent decline in unemployment, many people still feel they



aren’t benefiting from economic growth, said Matt Schulz, chief industry

analyst at credit-card website CompareCards. “There is a lot of hopelessness

and a lot of concern, simply because the Great Recession isn’t that far in the

rearview mirror,” he said.

See also: How one M.D.’s dream house became a kind of nightmare

Indeed, based on their other answers in MassMutual’s survey, many

Americans are far from being financially stable. Some 18% said they had less

than one month of expenses saved for an emergency. Another 26% said they

have one to three months’ expenses saved. And 21% said they had three to

six months’ expenses saved.

Many of those surveyed said they wish they had started saving earlier,

Fanning said. 

Joseph Stiglitz debunks the

myth of secular stagnation 
 In the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, some economists argued that

the United States, and perhaps the global economy, was suffering from

“secular stagnation,” an idea first conceived in the aftermath of the Great

Depression.

Economies had always recovered from downturns. But the Great Depression

had lasted an unprecedented length of time. Many believed that the economy

recovered only because of government spending on World War II, and many

feared that with the end of the war, the economy would return to its

doldrums.

    Those responsible for managing the 2008 recovery found the idea of

secular stagnation attractive, because it explained their failures to achieve a

quick, robust recovery. So, as the economy languished, a concept born during



the Great Depression of the 1930s was revived.

Something, it was believed, had happened, such that even with low or zero

interest rates, the economy would languish. For reasons now well

understood, these dire predictions fortunately turned out to be wrong.

Those responsible for managing the 2008 recovery (the same individuals

bearing culpability for the under-regulation of the economy in its pre-crisis

days, to whom President Barack Obama inexplicably turned to fix what they

had helped break) found the idea of secular stagnation attractive, because it

explained their failures to achieve a quick, robust recovery.

So, as the economy languished, the idea was revived: Don’t blame us, its

promoters implied, we’re doing what we can.

Your Portfolio Might Change Following This Sector Shuffle

The events of the past year have put the lie to this idea, which never seemed

very plausible.

The sudden increase in the U.S. deficit, from around 3% to almost 6% of

gross domestic product, owing to a poorly designed regressive tax bill and a

bipartisan expenditure increase, has boosted growth to around 4% and

brought unemployment down to a 18-year low.

These measures may be ill-conceived, but they show that with enough fiscal

support, full employment can be attained, even as interest rates rise well

above zero.

The Obama administration made a crucial mistake in 2009 in not pursuing a

larger, longer, better-structured, and more flexible fiscal stimulus. Had it

done so, the economy’s rebound would have been stronger, and there would

have been no talk of secular stagnation. As it was, only those in the top 1%

saw their incomes grow during the first three years of the so-called recovery.

Some of us warned at the time that the downturn was likely to be deep and

long, and that what was needed was stronger and different from what Obama

proposed. I suspect that the main obstacle was the belief that the economy

had just experienced a little “bump,” from which it would quickly recover. Put



the banks in the hospital, give them loving care (in other words, hold none of

the bankers accountable or even scold them, but rather boost their morale by

inviting them to consult on the way forward), and, most important, shower

them with money, and soon all would be well.

But the economy’s travails were deeper than this diagnosis suggested. The

fallout from the financial crisis was more severe, and massive redistribution

of income and wealth toward the top had weakened aggregate demand. The

economy was experiencing a transition from manufacturing to services, and

market economies don’t manage such transitions well on their own.

What was needed was more than a massive bank bailout.

The U.S. needed a fundamental reform of its financial system. The 2010

Dodd-Frank legislation went some way, though not far enough, in preventing

banks from doing harm to the rest of us; but it did little to ensure that the

banks actually do what they are supposed to do, focusing more, for example,

on lending to small and medium-size enterprises.

More government spending was necessary, but so, too, were more active

redistribution and pre-distribution programs — addressing the weakening of

workers’ bargaining power, the agglomeration of market power by large

corporations, and corporate and financial abuses. Likewise, active

labor-market and industrial policies might have helped those areas suffering

from the consequences of deindustrialization.

Instead, policy makers failed to do enough even to prevent poor households

from losing their homes. The political consequences of these economic

failures were predictable and predicted: it was clear that there was a risk

that those who were so badly treated would turn to a demagogue. No one

could have predicted that the U.S. would get one as bad as Donald Trump: a

racist misogynist bent on destroying the rule of law, both at home and

abroad, and discrediting America’s truth-telling and assessing institutions,

including the media.

A fiscal stimulus as large as that of December 2017 and January 2018 (and

which the economy didn’t really need at the time) would have been all the

more powerful a decade earlier when unemployment was so high. The weak

recovery was thus not the result of “secular stagnation”; the problem was



inadequate government policies.

Here, a central question arises: Will growth rates in coming years be as

strong as they were in the past? That, of course, depends on the pace of

technological change. Investments in research and development, especially

in basic research, are an important determinant, though with long lags;

cutbacks proposed by the Trump administration do not bode well.

But even then, there is a lot of uncertainty. Growth rates per capita have

varied greatly over the past 50 years, from between 2% and 3% a year in the

decades after World War II to 0.7% in the last decade. But perhaps there’s

been too much growth fetishism — especially when we think of the

environmental costs, and even more so if that growth fails to bring much

benefit to the vast majority of citizens.

There are many lessons to be learned as we reflect on the 2008 crisis, but

the most important is that the challenge was — and remains — political, not

economic: there is nothing that inherently prevents our economy from being

run in a way that ensures full employment and shared prosperity.

Secular stagnation was just an excuse for flawed economic policies. Unless

and until the selfishness and myopia that define our politics — especially in

the U.S. under Trump and his Republican enablers — is overcome, an

economy that serves the many, rather than the few, will remain an impossible

dream.

Even if GDP increases, the incomes of the majority of citizens will stagnate.

This article was published with permission of Project Syndicate — The Myth

of Secular Stagnation.

    Ball on the alternative history of Lehman

    Davies:

    Was the financial crisis wasted?



AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka says new NAFTA should include Canada

Allegation in Hunters’ indictment raises issue of how Expedia charges appear

on bank statementsTrump threatens to leave Canada behind on NAFTA,

warns Congress not to ‘interfere’Trump to advance trade deal with Mexico

after NAFTA talks with Canada falter

In Limiting Immigration, Trump Is Hurting Business, Companies Say

    The government is making it harder to hire foreigners by denying visas,

asking for more information and delaying approvals, corporate leaders say.

    Hospitals, hotels, technology companies and other businesses say they are

now struggling to fill jobs with the foreign workers they need.

Two funerals and a wedding: The shunning of Donald Trump

President Trump's exclusion from high-profile events of mourning and

celebration — where American presidents are typically counted on to stand in

for an entire nation — is emerging as a pattern over his 19 months in office.

Politics HuffPost

It’s Not Just Robert Mueller. President Donald Trump Faces Six Separate

Investigations And Lawsuits.

There's hardly been a day this summer in which President Donald Trump

didn't

Trump's meeting with North Korea was 'failed summit' that was 'all about

show': Leon Panetta

ABC News

The midterms and the Mueller probe

FOX News Videos



Business Bloomberg

China Stocks Likely to Fall Further, Citigroup's Apabhai Says

Mohammed Apabhai, head of Asia trading strategy at Citigroup, talks about

Chinese stocks and the trade dispute between the world's two largest

economies. He speaks with David Ingles and Haidi Stroud-Watts on

"Bloomberg Markets: Asia." More from Bloomberg
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AP FACT CHECK: Trump's imaginary wages, trade falsehoods

Associated Press HOPE YEN and PAUL WISEMAN,Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — It was a week of exaggeration and outright fiction for

President Donald Trump as he sought to push through a trade pact with

Mexico, hyped numbers on jobs and raged against Google and the Russia

investigation.

He wrongly describes the deal to replace the three-nation North American

Free Trade Agreement as "one of the largest" and made a questionable

assertion that he has unilateral authority to exclude Canada if it doesn't

agree to his terms.

Speaking in advance of Labor Day, Trump also declared that workers' wages

are "going up" when they really aren't.

A look at the claims:

JOBS

TRUMP, boasting about low unemployment rates: "This election is about jobs.

And the beauty of the jobs, people that were stuck in one job, didn't like it,

they now got six different alternatives ...They get one they like, and they are

making more money. Wages are going up." — Indiana rally Thursday.

THE FACTS: Wages aren't going up when factoring in higher consumer prices.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics found that wages have declined in the past 12

months after adjusting for inflation, even with an expanding U.S. economy

and strong corporate profits.

Due in part to higher costs for gasoline and housing, consumer prices

increased 2.9 percent this summer from a year earlier, the most in six years.

Adjusted for inflation, average hourly earnings for workers have fallen 0.2

percent.

The Labor Department said Americans are putting in more time on the job

compared to last summer to keep their earnings about the same for now.



Trump's tariff disputes could exacerbate the situation by pushing up

consumer prices further, reducing people's purchasing power.

___

TRUMP: "The fact is that African/American unemployment is now the lowest

in the history of our country." — tweet Sunday.

THE FACTS: Not exactly. He omits important caveats.

Black unemployment did reach a record low, 5.9 percent, in May. But that

figure is volatile on a monthly basis. That rate has since risen to 6.6 percent

in July.

Trump is taking credit he doesn't deserve for job growth, according to many

economists who view the continued growth since the middle of 2009 as the

primary explanation for the recent hiring. Meanwhile, there are multiple signs

that the racial wealth gap is now worsening and the administration appears

to have done little, if anything, to specifically address this challenge.

The most dramatic drop in black unemployment came under President

Barack Obama, when it fell from a recession high of 16.8 percent in March

2010 to 7.8 percent in January 2017.

___

TRADE

TRUMP: "There is no political necessity to keep Canada in the new NAFTA

deal. If we don't make a fair deal for the U.S. after decades of abuse, Canada

will be out. Congress should not interfere w/ these negotiations or I will

simply terminate NAFTA entirely & we will be far better off." — tweet

Saturday.

THE FACTS: Not so fast. It's questionable whether Trump can unilaterally

exclude Canada from a deal to replace the three-nation NAFTA agreement,

without the approval of Congress. Any such move would likely face lengthy

legal and congressional challenges.



Trump wants to get a trade deal finalized by Dec. 1.

Several Republicans in the closely divided Senate are insisting that a revised

NAFTA deal include Canada.

Trump administration negotiations to keep Canada in the reimagined trade

bloc are to resume this week as Washington and Ottawa try to break a

deadlock over issues such as Canada's dairy market and U.S. efforts to shield

drug companies from generic competition.

___

TRUMP: "This is one of the largest trade deals ever made. Maybe the largest

trade deal ever made." — phone call Aug. 27 with Mexican President Mexican

President Enrique Peña Nieto.

THE FACTS: Not even close. The Trans-Pacific Partnership, negotiated by the

Obama administration, included the three NAFTA partners — United States,

Canada and Mexico — plus Japan and eight other Pacific Rim countries.

Trump withdrew the United States from the pact in his third day in office.

Even the TPP shrinks in comparison to the Uruguay Round of trade

negotiations. Concluded in 1994, the round created the World Trade

Organization and was signed by 123 countries. The Federal Reserve Bank of

Boston found the following year that the WTO's initial membership accounted

for more than 90 percent of global economic output.

___

TRUMP: "We made the deal with Mexico. ...We're starting negotiations with

Canada, pretty much immediately ... It's going to be a — it's a smaller

segment, as you know. Mexico is a very large trading partner." — phone call

Aug. 27 with Peña Nieto.

THE FACTS: Trump appears to be suggesting that Mexico is a bigger U.S.

trading partner than Canada. That's not the case. America's two-way trade —

exports plus imports — came to $680 billion with Canada last year. That's

compared to $622 billion with Mexico.



___

TRUMP: "I smile at Senators and others talking about how good free trade is

for the U.S. What they don't say is that we lose Jobs and over 800 Billion

Dollars a year on really dumb Trade Deals....and these same countries Tariff

us to death." — tweet Tuesday.

THE FACTS: The $800 billion is a reference to America's trade deficit last

year. But Trump exaggerates the size of the gap between what the U.S. sells

and what it buys from the rest of the world. The trade deficit in goods and

services came to $552 billion in 2017. The United States ran an $807 billion

deficit in goods such as cars and machinery. But Trump ignored America's

$255 billion surplus in services such as education and finance.

Mainstream economists also take issue with Trump's assertion that trade

deficits amount to a loss for the United States. The money didn't just vanish.

In exchange for what they spent on imports, Americans got the benefit of

owning everything from made-in-China iPhones to French wine.

___

BORDER WALL

TRUMP: "The wall will be paid for very easily by Mexico. It will ultimately be

paid for by Mexico." — remarks Tuesday.

THE FACTS: Not according to Mexico. Immediately after Trump's remarks,

Mexican Foreign Minister Luis Videgaray tweeted to stress, once again, that

his country won't foot the bill for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

Videgaray wrote that his country has been "absolutely clear" that Mexico

"will NEVER pay for a wall."

___

GOOGLE

VIDEO TWEETED BY TRUMP: "For years, Google promoted President Obama's

State of the Union on its homepage. When President Trump took office,



Google stopped." — tweet Wednesday.

THE FACTS: The video is incorrect as to Trump.

There's no dispute that Google promoted Obama's State of the Union

speeches from 2012 to 2016, according to webpages captured by the

Wayback Machine, an internet archive site.

In a statement, Google said it has not historically promoted "the first address

to Congress by a new president, which is technically not a State of the Union

address," so it didn't do so in either 2009, when Obama first took office, or

2017, Trump's first year as president.

For 2018, several web pages captured by Wayback Machine show the Google

homepage advertising a livestream of Trump's speech with the words: "Live!

Watch President Trump's State of the Union address on YouTube."

The archive site shows the webpages in Greenwich Mean Time, which is

several hours ahead of the Eastern time zone in the U.S. That means the

relevant images of the Google homepage promoting Trump's prime-time

Washington speech on Jan. 30 are dated one day later, on Jan. 31, Mark

Graham, director of the Wayback Machine archive site, told The Associated

Press.

Trump's tweet follows his accusations, made without valid evidence, that

Google and other U.S. tech companies are rigging search results so that they

highlight negative coverage about him.

___

RUSSIA INVESTIGATION

TRUMP: "What's going on at @CNN is happening, to different degrees, at other

networks - with @NBCNews being the worst ... When Lester Holt got caught

fudging my tape on Russia, they were hurt badly!" — tweet Thursday.

THE FACTS: There is no evidence of the NBC interview having been "fudged"

or doctored in any way, and the White House didn't respond to requests

regarding what Trump was referring to. NBC declined to comment.



In the interview, Trump referred in part to "this Russia thing" as a

consideration in his decision to fire Comey. Special counsel Robert Mueller is

investigating possible obstruction of justice in the Russia probe.

It's possible Trump is frustrated that other comments from the same

interview may have received less attention.

Minutes after he acknowledged that "this Russia thing" was on his mind

when he fired Comey, Trump also acknowledged that he knew the decision to

terminate him might actually prolong the investigation. In fact it did, with

Mueller investigating the firing for potential obstruction.

His lawyers and other supporters have contended that that sentiment is

actually helpful for the president, suggesting he couldn't have been trying to

obstruct the investigation by doing something that he knew would actually

draw it out longer.

___

CLINTON EMAILS

TRUMP: "Report just out: 'China hacked Hillary Clinton's private Email

Server.' — tweet Tuesday.

TRUMP: "Hillary Clinton's Emails, many of which are Classified Information,

got hacked by China. Next move better be by the FBI & DOJ or, after all of

their other missteps (Comey, McCabe, Strzok, Page, Ohr, FISA, Dirty Dossier

etc.), their credibility will be forever gone!" — tweet Wednesday.

THE FACTS: Trump's own law enforcement agencies dispute that.

Trump appears to be citing a story by the right-leaning Daily Caller

publication, which reported that a Chinese-owned company in Washington,

D.C., area hacked Clinton's email server.

But FBI and Justice Department officials have said publicly that there was no

evidence Clinton's server was hacked by a foreign power.

A June report from the Justice Department's inspector general on the FBI's



handling of the Clinton investigation said FBI specialists did not find evidence

that the server had been hacked, with one forensics agent saying he felt

"fairly confident that there wasn't an intrusion."

An FBI official said Wednesday after the Daily Caller story and Trump tweet

that the "FBI has not found any evidence the servers were compromised."

___

Associated Press writers Eric Tucker, Josh Boak and Jill Colvin contributed

to this report.

___

Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd

Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck

EDITOR'S NOTE _ A look at the veracity of claims by political figures



























Politics ABC News

Democrats raise alarm over White House decision to withhold Kavanaugh

documents

Democrats are expressing alarm over the Trump White House decision to

claim executive privilege and withhold some 100,000 pages of documents

from Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s time with the George

W. Bush administration. On Sunday night, just hours before the hearings were

set to begin, another 42,000 pages of Kavanaugh documents were released

to the Senate, Schumer tweeted.

Pyramid Pops Up In Antarctica; Scientists Shook!
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It’s Not Just Mueller. Trump Faces Six Separate Investigations And Lawsuits.

By Paul Blumenthal
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to divest.
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By Matt Ferner

The judge will likely face tough questioning in the Senate to get that seat on

the Supreme Court.
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By Simon Lewis and Thu Thu Aung, Reuters

The two reporters had been investigating a massacre of Rohingya villagers

when they were arrested last year.
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Twitter Users Shred Trump For Attacking Labor Leader On Labor Day

By David Moye

One person wondered if Trump's tweet was "some kind of lame attempt to be

able to say you 'celebrated' Labor Day."
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How Democrats Can Make Race A Winning Issue

By Robert Kuttner, Columnist

A problem and an opportunity.
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By Andy McDonald

Ray Woolley broke his own record, which he set last year.
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And a lot we don't know about those running ads for and against the Supreme

Court nominee.
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Analysis

The political stakes for the midterm elections: A blue wave or not?

That’s the overriding question for the 2018 midterms, because if that happens,

the second half of President Trump’s first term will be significantly different

than the first half for both the president and his party.

    By Dan Balz

Hard Lessons (Thanks, Amazon) Breathe Life Into Retail Stores

    It may be too early to declare the death of retail, as Americans have started

shopping more in stores, reflecting a broad reordering of the $3.5 trillion

industry.

    Fewer retailers are capturing more of the gains, and many successful

stores are now a cross between a fast-food drive-through and a hotel

concierge.

Trump levels a new blast at Sessions for not shielding indicted GOP



lawmakers, including Hunter

By Laura King

Outgoing Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto concedes that 'peace' was

not achieved
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Stephen King Has An Ominous Warning For Donald Trump’s ‘Friends’

Author Stephen King fired a new salvo in his ongoing feud with President

Trump Mocks Attorney General Sessions for Republican Indictments

Bloomberg

Trump assails Sessions for pursuing two Republicans' cases

AFP
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Trump Has Hurt American Workers, Charges AFL-CIO President Richard

Trumka

President Donald Trump has done more to hurt American workers than help

them,

    'We're in crazytown'

    President Donald Trump delivers remarks

at the beginning of a meeting with Homeland

Security Secretary John Kelly and other

government cyber security experts in the

Roosevelt Room at the White House January

31, 2017 in Washington, DC.

    Breaking News

    Aides stole Trump's papers 'to protect the

country,' Bob Woodward writes in explosive

book obtained by CNN

    Trump administration's big exits in 2018

    Bob Woodward's bizarre phone call with

Trump



    Why it's so tough being Trump's

communications director

    Analysis: Trump's Jeff Sessions tweet

shows how far we've fallen

Politics HuffPost

The Wildest Things About Trump From Bob

Woodward's New Book, 'Fear'

Voters elected President Donald Trump to

lead the nation, but Bob Woodward's

Voters elected President Donald Trump to

lead the nation, but Bob Woodward’s new

book, “Fear: Trump in the White House,”

describes the White House as “an

administrative coup d’etat” and a “nervous

breakdown” of the executive branch.

According to an excerpt from the book

published in the Washington Post on Tuesday,

administration staffers often have to engage

in stealthy behavior to prevent Trump from



being impulsive and to minimize disasters

that could hurt the president and the country.

In some cases, senior aides would reportedly

pluck official papers from Trump’s desk

before he could sign them.

White House Chief of Staff John F. Kelly

frequently lost his temper, telling colleagues

he thought the president was “unhinged,”

according to Woodward. 

In one meeting, Kelly reportedly said Trump

was “an idiot,” and it was “pointless to try to

convince him of anything.”

“He’s gone off the rails. We’re in Crazytown. I

don’t even know why any of us are here. This

is the worst job I’ve ever had,” Kelly said,

according to the book.

Woodward, best known for his acclaimed

reporting on the Watergate scandal at the

Post, describes multiple eyebrow-raising



anecdotes about the Trump White House in

“Fear.” You can read the full excerpt here, but

some of the most shocking highlights include:

    John Dowd, Trump’s lead attorney with the

Russia probe, led a practice session for

Trump’s potential testimony with special

counsel Robert Mueller, who is investigating

possible Russian interference in the 2016

election. According to the book, the president

stumbled, contradicted himself and lied so

much during the practice session that he

eventually lost his cool, ranting, “This thing’s

a goddamn hoax,” before deciding, “I don’t

really want to testify.”

    After Trump said “both sides” at the

Charlottesville white supremacist rally were

to blame for the violence that occurred in

August 2017, advisers urged him to make

another speech condemning white

supremacists and neo-Nazis. According to

Woodward, he almost immediately told aides,

“That was the biggest fucking mistake I’ve



made” and the “worst speech I’ve ever given.”

    Woodward also compared Trump’s paranoia

about the Russia investigation as very similar

to former President Richard Nixon’s final days

as president. According to sources, the

president was angered by Mueller’s

appointment, saying “Everybody’s trying to

get me.”

    During a dinner with various military

leaders including Defense Secretary Jim

Mattis and Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr., the

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Trump

falsely suggested Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.)

cowardly took advantage of his father’s

military rank to get early release from a

prisoner-of-war camp in Vietnam. When Mattis

corrected his boss, Trump just replied, “Oh,

okay.”

    Trump reportedly mocked Attorney General

Jeff Sessions’ accent, saying, “This guy is

mentally retarded. He’s this dumb Southerner.

… He couldn’t even be a one-person country

lawyer down in Alabama.”



Woodward’s book is scheduled for release

Sept. 11. CNN reports that Trump is irritated

that he wasn’t interviewed for the book.

    This article originally appeared on

HuffPost.
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Fox News Big Rips Trump For Snide Jeff Sessions Criticism

By Ron Dicker

Brit Hume schooled the president with a sports analogy.

Woodward’s book reveals a ‘nervous breakdown’ of Trump’s presidency

Aides routinely stole documents off President Trump’s desk. Military leaders

ignored the president’s orders. And the backstabbing went both ways. A

forthcoming book by Bob Woodward paints a harrowing portrait of the Trump

presidency, based on in-depth interviews with administration officials and

other principals.

    By Philip Rucker and Robert Costa3 hours ago

The Fix: The most damning portrait of Trump’s presidency yet — by far

Listen to their exchange11:03

(Photo illustration: Osman Malik/The Post)

The Fix

Analysis

Transcript of the phone call between Trump and Woodward

The president called Bob Woodward after the manuscript of his book had been

completed.

    By Aaron Blake2 hours ago

Kavanaugh hearing devolves into political brawl; GOP’s Grassley refuses to

delay

At the outset, Democrats repeatedly interrupted the opening statement of

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Charles E. Grassley (R-Iowa) — as

protesters in the room heckled the senators — and sought to adjourn.

    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow and John Wagner53 minutes ago

The Fix: Democrats’ surprise, coordinated attack to tank Kavanaugh’s



nomination

Hours before Kavanaugh hearings, Bush lawyer releases 42,000 pages of

documents
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Jon Kyl is as good a pick as we could get to finish McCain’s term

    By Jennifer Rubin

The mind-blowing chat between Woodward and Trump

    By Erik Wemple

The GOP’s contempt for democracy is on full display at Kavanaugh’s

confirmation hearing

    By Paul Waldman

The biggest threat to democracy that nobody is talking about

    By Jonathan Capehart

Why did it take so long for Vogue to have a black photographer shoot a cover?

    By Karen Attiah

What happens when an algorithm labels you as mentally ill?

    By Adam Hofmann

More Top Stories

Tropical Storm Gordon bears down on northern Gulf Coast, with hurricane

warnings in effect

Only slight intensification is required for this system to become the first

Atlantic hurricane to make landfall in 2018.

    By Jason Samenow3 hours ago



    Hurricanes and wildfires overwhelmed FEMA in 2017, according to new

report

Arizona governor appoints ex-senator Jon Kyl to fill McCain’s seat

The Republican served in the Senate from 1995 until 2013. More recently, he

guided President Trump’s second nominee for the Supreme Court as he

navigated meetings with senators.

    By Sean Sullivan55 minutes ago

Rahm Emanuel announces he won’t seek third term as Chicago mayor

The surprise decision comes amid escalating criticism of his response to

allegations of misconduct by the city’s police officers in recent years.

Trump shows fresh disdain for

the rule of law as confirmation

hearings begin

An 11th-hour document dump

highlights how much still isn’t

known about Trump’s pick.



New poll: Democratic

House candidates lead GOP

Sixty percent of registered



voters say they’d rather see

the next Congress

controlled by the

Democrats, as a check on

President Trump, whose

approval ratings are at a

low.

Views on impeachment »

Live chat: Protests mark a chaotic beginning to hearings

Los Angeles Times experts discuss the Senate hearings for Brett

Kavanaugh, President Trump's nominee to the Supreme Court.

Kavanaugh Supreme Court hearing gets back on track after Democrats

try to shut it down



    • Hours before Kavanaugh confirmation hearings, Bush lawyer

releases 42,000 pages of documents to Judiciary Committee 

Bob Woodward’s new book claims Trump aides snatched away

president's papers to protect national security

• Who do you trust? Trump's attacks take a toll on his own credibility, as

well as the media's































The mind-blowing chat between

Woodward and Trump
Exclusive: Listen to Trump’s conversation with Bob Woodward

President Trump and Bob Woodward discuss Woodward’s new book,

“Fear,” before its publication. (The Washington Post)

By Erik Wemple

Media critic

September 4 at 2:05 PM



Early accounts of the new book by Bob Woodward, “Fear: Trump in the

White House,” paint a dire work life for top aides to President Trump.

When top economic adviser Gary Cohn, disturbed by the president’s

racist reaction to the Charlottesville protests in August 2017,

approached him with his intent to resign, Trump responded, “This is

treason,” according to Woodward’s reporting. Chief of Staff John F. Kelly

told Cohn, “I would have taken that resignation letter and shoved it up

his ass six different times.”

In another highlight, Woodward describes in detail Trump’s

foreign-policy depravity in a way that makes former Secretary of State

Rex Tillerson’s assessment that he’s a “f—— moron” appear like a kind

appraisal. From a White House official quoted by Woodward: “It seems

clear that many of the president’s senior advisers, especially those in

the national security realm, are extremely concerned with his erratic

nature, his relative ignorance, his inability to learn, as well as what they

consider his dangerous views.”

Especially resounding is the dysfunction that runs through the audiotape

of an Aug. 14 phone call between Trump and Woodward. You’ll want to

listen to all of this tape — it’s that extraordinary. But the skinny is that in

the course of about 11 minutes, Trump manages to trash his staff,

expose the utter chaos of his White House, grasp at ways to hype his

presidency and otherwise articulate his own incompetence.

A recurring theme of the call is Woodward’s disappointment that he’d

failed to secure an interview with the president, despite having

appealed to several — between six and eight — subordinates of the

president. As the two banter about this fundamental question of access,

you get the impression that our president is, well, a guy who spends all

day and all night watching TV, while aides and family members rake in



taxpayer-funded salaries. Check this out:

    WOODWARD: I’m sorry we missed the opportunity to talk for the book.

    TRUMP: Well, I just spoke with Kellyanne [Conway] and she asked me

if I got a call. I never got a call. I never got a message. Who did you ask

about speaking to me?

    WOODWARD: Well, about six people.

    TRUMP: They don’t tell me. …

    TRUMP: It’s really too bad, because nobody told me about it, and I

would’ve loved to have spoken to you. You know I’m very open to you. I

think you’ve always been fair. We’ll see what happens. But all I can say

is the country is doing very well. We’re doing better economically just

about than at any time. We’re doing better on unemployment maybe than

ever.

The meandering chat continues, as Woodward mentions another aide to

whom he’d appealed for an interview — Raj Shah, the affable principal

deputy press secretary. He’s a fellow who handles press inquiries and

who subs in for press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders now and again.

Which means he’s a guy who absolutely has to have access to the

president. More context for that matter:

    TRUMP: Well, a lot of them are afraid to come and talk, or — you

know, they are busy. I’m busy. But I don’t mind talking to you. I would’ve

spoken to you. I spoke to you 20 years [ago] and I spoke to you a year

and a half or two years ago.



At one point, Woodward zeroes in on Shah’s access:

    WOODWARD: It’s surprising to me that these people — did Raj have

access to you?

    TRUMP: Not really, but he would’ve been able to do it. But I have an

office. You have the office number. I have an office that’s directly into

my office.

Furthermore, Trump semi-scolds Woodward for not calling him directly:

“If you would’ve called directly — a lot of people are afraid . . . Raj, I

hardly have . . . I don’t speak to Raj.” He does speak to Sen. Lindsey O.

Graham (R-S.C.), who by Trump’s own admission mentioned the

Woodward book effort.

Over the course of the call, Woodward makes plain that he’d dedicated a

lunch with Conway, counselor to the president, to this very issue —

getting an interview with Trump. And then — voila — Conway hops on

the phone along with the other parties. This exchange ensues:

    WOODWARD: Hi. Remember two and a half months ago you came over

and I laid out, I wanted to talk to the president? And you said you would

get back to me?

    CONWAY: I do. And I put in the request. But you know, they — it was

rejected. I can only take it so far. I guess I can bring it right to the

president next time.

    WOORDWARD: Yeah.

    CONWAY: But I try to follow all the protocols, or else I’m accused of



being somebody who doesn’t follow protocol.

    WOODWARD: President Trump, I just want you to know I made every

effort.

    CONWAY: But you had talked to [former White House communications

director] Hope [Hicks], right, who said no?

    WOODWARD: Listen, I talked to anyone I could. [Laughs]

    CONWAY: You talked to a number of people and they all said no?

    WOODWARD: I talked to Raj.

    CONWAY: Raj.

Did Woodward screw up here? No and yes.

No, in the sense that he went through channels and pressed a

president’s staffers to grant him an interview. That’s the way that

Woodward, presumably, has operated in the past. As he mentioned to

Trump, he has written on eight presidents stretching back to Nixon.

Yes, in the sense that perhaps Woodward should have known that this

White House bears no resemblance to any its predecessors. In a twisted

way, Woodward’s ill-fated interview request ends up confirming one of

the themes of his book, as summarized in preliminary accounts: “Fear”

documents efforts by Trump’s aides to pull documents from his desk and

otherwise prevent him from carrying out harmful actions that he has

threatened in one venue or another. The effort to insulate him from the

prying ways of Woodward align with this palace-staff priority.



After throwing up his hands over his poor executive management, Trump

laments, “So we’re going to have a very inaccurate book, and that’s too

bad. But I don’t blame you entirely.”
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The Latest: Mattis denies critical Trump remarks in new book

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Latest on President Donald Trump and a new

book by journalist Bob Woodward (all times local):
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‘Fox & Friends’ Scrambles to Defend Trump From Their Own Legal

Expert

It was news the hosts of Fox & Friends were apparently unprepared to

hear. Fox News legal analyst Judge Andrew Napolitano told the anchors

of Donald Trump’s favorite morning show on Tuesday that the

president’s Monday tweet about the indictments of two Republican

congressmen is potential “fodder” for special counsel Robert Mueller’s

obstruction-of-justice probe. “When the president says these

things-basically, ‘I want you to use the Justice Department to help the

Republican Party’-that is fodder for the cannon of Bob Mueller and the

never-Trumpers,” said Napolitano.

 Trump’s tweets criticizing Jeff Sessions mark a

grotesque new low

    Editorial Board  

President Trump is unfit for

office. Bob Woodward’s ‘Fear’

confirms it.

    By Max Boot



Celebrating 30 years of photojournalism at Visa pour l’Image



'He's gone off the rails': Book details chaotic White House

A damning new book by Bob Woodward tells of an administration that is

mired in a perpetual "nervous breakdown" with staff constantly trying to

control a paranoid leader.

Sarah Sanders responds »



Politics Deadline

White House Rips Bob Woodward Book As “Fabricated Stories,” With

John Kelly Calling “Total BS” On “Idiot” Claim

White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders dismissed Bob Woodward’s

forthcoming book as “nothing more than fabricated stories,” furnishing a

list of no fewer than 53 accomplishments by President Donald Trump

and a vow that “no one can beat him in 2020.” Along with the general

statement, the White House also put out a response from Chief of Staff

John F. Kelly. Woodward’s book, Fear , depicts Kelly and others inside

the Administration as knashing their teeth and lamenting…

Kelly Says He Didn’t Call Trump an ‘Idiot,’ Disputing Woodward’s Book

Bloomberg

New Bob Woodward book paints portrait of chaotic and paranoid White

House ABC News ..........[Come on...I believe Woodward!]



U.S. Reuters

Aretha Franklin's eulogy was "offensive and distasteful," family says

Rev. Jasper Williams Jr., the pastor at Salem Baptist Church in Atlanta,

spent his time at the podium raising social issues he said were critical

to the black community. Williams used the "platform to push his

negative agenda" which Franklin's family "does not agree with," family

members said in a statement emailed to Reuters. "We found the

comments to be offensive and distasteful," the family said.

World The Telegraph

Russia strikes rebel stronghold of Idlib hours after President Trump

warns against 'grave mistake'

Russian jets struck the Syrian city of Idlib with a barrage of air strikes

on Tuesday, hours after US President Donald Trump warned such a move

would be a “grave mistake”. At least 23 strikes were reported in several

locations around the opposition-held northwestern province of Idlib, in

what appeared to be the opening salvo of an expected offensive. Rebels

said the strikes had mostly targeted military positions of the Islamist

group Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) and the Turkistan Islamic Party in the

Jisr al-Shughour district, although at least three civilians were reported

to have been killed. Syrian government forces have for weeks been

massing around Idlib in preparation for an assault on the last-remaining

opposition stronghold. Meanwhile, Russia has sent an armada of ships,

including a Marshall Ustinov missile cruiser, to the coast of Syria in the

Mediterranean, prompting speculation they were preparing for an

imminent attack. #BREAKING: With several hours delay, #Russia-#Syria|n



Joint operation for liberation of #Idlib has started 3 hours ago. The first

stage is heavy bombardments is now being carried out by #Russia|n Air

Force's Su-24M2s & Su-34s flying from #Hmeimim AB, #Latakia.

pic.twitter.com/LlNiVBCxjr- Babak Taghvaee (@BabakTaghvaee)

September 4, 2018 "The government plan was to give the maximum

possible chance for a reconciliation, but unfortunately no progress in

this regards. The radicals are in control in Idlib,” a Syrian government

official told the Telegraph. “This is more than the usual stuff, it looks

like preliminary bombardment before a major land operation." President

Trump had on Monday night warned the Syrian government and its

Russian and Iranian allies against "recklessly" attacking Idlib. In a tweet

he warned of "a grave humanitarian mistake" in which hundreds of

thousands of people could be killed. Marine General Joseph Dunford,

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said Russia and Syria should be

looking to avoid a humanitarian catastrophe and instead recommended

more narrowly tailored operations against militants there. "If major

military operations take place we can expect humanitarian catastrophe

and I think we would all want to see that be avoided," Gen Dunford said.

Despite the bluster, the Trump administration is unlikely to intervene in

any assault unless chemical weapons are used. Washington has created

a list of chemical weapons facilities that could be struck if Mr Trump

decided to order a new round of punitive strikes. An estimated three

million people - half of them displaced from other parts of Syria - live in

the province and it is expected an offensive there could become the

deadliest yet in the seven-year war. UN officials say as many as 800,000

people could be displaced and that the already high number of people in

need of aid could increase dramatically. The Syrian government has said

the province is in the hands of 'terrorists'  Credit: SANA Idlib is the only

major territory the rebels still control, meaning those who do not wish to

surrender to the government have nowhere left to go. "We know that the

Syrian armed forces are getting ready to solve this problem," Dmitry



Peskov, President Vladimir Putin's spokesman, said on Tuesday, calling

Idlib a "pocket of terrorism." Mr Peskov took issue with Mr Trump's

warning, saying the situation could have "dangerous, negative"

consequences for the entire country. The province is held by a complex

array of rebels and jihadists, many of whom have been blacklisted as

"terrorists" by world powers. Analysts and aid workers say there is still a

window of opportunity to avoid the humanitarian impact of a full-scale

offensive. The presidents of Turkey, Russia and fellow regime ally Iran

are to meet in Tehran on Friday for a major summit on Idlib. "It's all

building up to September 7 trilateral," tweeted Nicholas Heras, a fellow

at the Centre for New American Security, who suggested the strikes

could be a warning to the opposition's international backers.  "Russia is

sending a clear message to President Trump that he can't tell Assad to

back off (...) and to (President Recep Tayyip) Erdogan to make up his

mind on what are Turkey's long term interests in Syria. 

Politics Variety

Trump Slams NBC News Over Weinstein Story, Suggests a ‘Look’ at

Broadcast Licenses

President Donald Trump has slammed NBC News for its handling of

Ronan Farrow’s Harvey Weinstein story and suggests that it could be

grounds for taking a look at the company’s broadcast licenses. Trump

joined the chorus of critics of NBC News over its handling of Farrow’s

investigative report into sexual assault allegations against

now-disgraced film […]



drudge

Woodward book reveals 'nervous breakdown' of Trump White House...

Chief of Staff Kelly on president: 'He's an idiot. We're in Crazytown. This

is the worst job I've ever had'...

Trump called Sessions 'mentally retarded, dumb Southerner'...

Wanted to 'f---ing kill' Assad...

Lost his temper during mock Mueller interview... MORE

AUDIO OF CALL BETWEEN REPORTER, PRESIDENT...

West Wing back in damage-control mode...

ESCALATION: 'Quotes made up frauds, con on public'...

'Lot Of Credibility Problems'...

MATTIS CALLS COMMENTS 'FICTION'...

 Schumer on Impeachment: Sooner the Better...

POLL: Dems +14 in midterms...

Ready Investigative Onslaught...































































Politics Bloomberg

Polls show Democrats have an edge

Democrats appear to have an advantage in November's midterm

elections, and Trump is a big reason why, according to a new

Washington Post-ABC News poll More from Bloomberg.comNike Falls as

Critics Fume on Social Media Over Kaepernick DealMercedes

Numbers to Watch Leading Up to the Midterms

WSJ

Why impeachment talks are dangerous for Democrats

FOX News Videos



Politics Associated Press Videos

Senators voice concern over Trump's DOJ tweets

Senators on Capitol Hill voiced their concern over tweets by President

Donald Trump that attacked the Department of Justice and Attorney

General Jeff Sessions. (Sept. 4)

    Trump vented about his biggest mistake

    US President Donald Trump speaks to the press about protests in

Charlottesville on August 12, 2017, at Trump National Golf Club in

Bedminster, New Jersey. A picturesque Virginia city braced Saturday for

a flood of white nationalist demonstrators as well as counter-protesters,

declaring a local emergency as law enforcement attempted to quell

early violent clashes. / AFP PHOTO / JIM WATSON (Photo credit should

read JIM WATSON/AFP/Getty Images)

    Bob Woodward book: The President regretted Charlottesville cleanup

effort, called it his worst speech

    Bob Woodward's bizarre phone call with Trump

    Hear audio of Trump and Woodward's phone call

    Analysis: The real reason the book is so damaging for Trump

    Carl Bernstein: Trump presidency a national emergency

    Trump dismisses it as 'just another bad book'

    Opinion: This is Woodward's most frightening message



Business The Wrap

Trump Threatens NBC’s License Over ‘Highly Unethical Conduct’ on

Spiked Harvey Weinstein Story

President Donald Trump directed his ire once again at NBC News, this

time calling them out for their handling of Ronan Farrow’s Harvey

Weinstein reporting, and threatening their broadcast license. Trump

tweeted on Tuesday: “NBC FAKE NEWS, which is under intense scrutiny

over 

Politics Associated Press

AP FACT CHECK: Trump's imaginary wages, trade falsehoods

It was a week of exaggeration and outright fiction for President Donald

Trump as he sought to push through a trade pact with Mexico, hyped

numbers on jobs and raged against Google and the Russia investigation.

Speaking in advance of Labor Day, Trump also declared that workers'

wages are "going up" when they really aren't.





Trump lashes out. Woodward stands by his reporting. Here's what to

look out for in the fight over 'Fear.'

Woodward book prompts West Wing witch hunt, sources say

Analysis: Woodward's revelations raise disturbing questions

Bernstein thinks John Kelly should resign

Opinion: This is Woodward's most frightening message

    Live Updates Kavanaugh won't say if he thinks Trump can pardon

himself

    The first major hurricane of the year could pose a threat to the US

    Top stories

    CDC meets plane at JFK after passengers report feeling ill

    Cuomo slams spin of denied handshake



    TSA says it's no longer considering ending security screening at small

airports

    Paul Ryan on Trump tweets: 'Justice should be blind'

    Analysis: Pressley's win shows being liberal isn't enough in today's

Democratic Party

    Yelling man crashes into Dallas news station

    3 mayors killed in 3 months

    Opinion: By calling Sessions a dumb Southerner, Trump has done the

impossible

    Siemens warns of dangers of xenophobia after violent protests in

Germany

    See candidate's shocked response to win

  Trump's approval rating drop

looks real, and it could be a

disaster for the GOP in 2018

MSNBC

Previous

Next

1 of 10

Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Kavanaugh dodges Leahy question on whether presidents can

self-pardon

    Kavanaugh evades questions on Roe, calls it ‘important precedent’

    Watch Live: Kavanaugh Supreme Court confirmation hearing



    Joe: Kavanaugh owes Parkland father an apology

    MaddowBlog: Sen. Graham gives Dems odd advice on judicial

nominees

    ‘We’ll do our best,’ to stop Kavanaugh: Sen. Hirono

    Woodward book a ‘devastating’ portrait of Trump WH

    Tech execs Sheryl Sandberg, Jack Dorsey prep to testify to Senate

    FBI Dir. Wray becomes the latest target of Trump’s ire

    Ayanna Pressley may make history with historic House seat

Explore More

Kavanaugh dodges Leahy question on whether presidents can

self-pardon

Read this

Kavanaugh dodges Leahy question on whether presidents can

self-pardon

The Rachel Maddow Show

MaddowBlog

In WH: Officials feels like it's 'crazytown'

Read.

'Fight Back'

Todd: Journalism's critical role in democracy

Watch

PAID POST

Smartpaper: Why IBM Knows the Future of Biz Is CognitiveIBM

Kavanaugh evades questions on Roe, calls it 'important precedent'

Watch video

Andrea Mitchell Reports

Watch video

Kavanaugh evades questions on Roe, calls it ‘important precedent’

Image: Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh confirmation hearing

Watch video



Watch Live: Kavanaugh Supreme Court confirmation hearing

Joe: Kavanaugh owes Parkland father an apology

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

Joe: Kavanaugh owes Parkland father an apology

People are lighting Nike shoes on fire to 'own the libs'

Watch video

Watch video

People are lighting Nike shoes on fire to ‘own the libs’

U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham talks to a reporter as he arrives at Capitol

Hill in Washington U.S. on May 10, 2016. (Photo by Carlos Barria/Reuters)

MaddowBlog: Sen. Graham gives Dems odd advice on judicial nominees

By Steve Benen

“If you want to pick judges from your way of thinking, then you better

win an election,” Lindsey Graham lectured. If only he thought that way in

2016. Read this

'We'll do our best,' to stop Kavanaugh: Sen. Hirono

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

‘We’ll do our best,’ to stop Kavanaugh: Sen. Hirono

Woodward book a 'devastating' portrait of Trump WH

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

Woodward book a ‘devastating’ portrait of Trump WH

FBI Dir. Wray becomes the latest target of Trump's ire

FBI Dir. Wray becomes the latest target of Trump’s ire

Image: Democratic candidate for U.S. House of Representatives Ayanna

Pressley takes the stage after winning the Democratic primary in Boston



 

KAV PUNTS ON

TRUMP SUBPOENA 

RUBIO CLASH WITH ALEX JONES: ‘DON’T TOUCH ME AGAIN’

WATCH: Alex Jones Confronts Rubio On Capitol Hill

By Sebastian Murdock

LIVE UPDATES: Kavanaugh Grilled On Second Day Of Hearing

Trump Chimes In On Nike’s Kaepernick Ad (Spoiler Alert: He’s Not

Happy)

A Legally ‘Absurd’ Case Against Obamacare Is About To Get Its Day In

Court

Trump Just Totally Threw His Deputy Press Secretary Under The Bus

SHAME: None Of The Nightly News Shows Led With The Kavanaugh

Hearing

Google A No-Show As Facebook, Twitter Executives Testify To Senate

Panel

Ted Cruz Chastises Beto O’Rourke For F-Bombs, But Only Makes Him

Seem Cooler

By David Moye

The senator's jab followed the Texas GOP's mocking O'Rourke for having

been in a band a long time ago.

Reformer Prosecutor Wins Democratic Primary In Boston

Ayanna Pressley’s Reaction To Her Historic Victory Is Everything



Kavanaugh defends opinion in immigrant teen’s abortion case

Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh said the teen’s age was

critical to his dissent in the high-profile case and noted that the

Supreme Court has upheld parental consent laws that can delay

abortions.

Earlier, Kavanaugh testified that the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling

that legalized abortion was settled precedent. But he did not say

whether the case was correctly decided.

    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow and Elise Viebeck17 minutes ago

MORE COVERAGE

After nominee is heckled, Trump suggests protesting should be illegal

Husband of GOP operative slams claim that she made a white-power

gesture

Listen

(The Washington Post)

The Daily 202

Analysis

Hearing offers an ‘unprecedented’ display of the Senate’s institutional

decline

The hearing for President Trump's latest Supreme Court nominee is

dramatically more intense than last year’s hearing for Neil M. Gorsuch

because both sides expect Brett M. Kavanaugh will tip the balance of

the court.

    By James Hohmann



Kavanaugh Skirts Tough Questions on Presidential Powers and

Subpoenas

    Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh is appearing before lawmakers on the

Senate Judiciary Committee for the second day of his Supreme Court

confirmation hearing.

    Democrats have indicated that they intend to pressure Judge

Kavanaugh into explaining his stance on a number of issues, including

abortion.

live8m ago

Watch Live: Confirmation Hearings of Judge Kavanaugh

President Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court is answering questions

under oath about his record and legal opinions. Erin Schaff for The New

York Times

Yesterday, during a hearing filled with chaos, Democrats painted Judge

Kavanaugh as a narrow-minded partisan.

7h ago

Ayanna Pressley Celebrates Victory and Sees a New Day in

Massachusetts Politics

Ms. Pressley’s surprise victory in the Massachusetts Democratic primary

for Congress was the crown jewel in a transformative day in the state’s

politics.

Updated11m ago

Former President Barack Obama will return to the campaign trail,

starting in California and Ohio.

6h ago

These 20 Representatives Have Not Had a Primary Challenger for at

Least a Decade



Some House incumbents have run unopposed for nearly three decades.

Updated25m ago

5 Takeaways From Bob Woodward’s Book on the Trump White House

    Bob Woodward, the longtime Washington Post reporter, portrays a

White House with relentless infighting.

    He describes a West Wing full of nervous and stunned advisers who

developed schemes to work around President Trump.

4h ago

Book Review: In “Fear,” Mr. Woodward pulls back the curtain on

President Trump’s “crazytown.”

1h ago

Vice President Mike Pence expressed support for two Reuters

journalists who were convicted in Myanmar.

6h ago

U.K. Charges 2 Men in Nerve Agent Attack, Saying They’re Russian

Agents

    Two Russian intelligence agents carried out the nerve agent attack in

March against a former Russian spy living in Britain, Prime Minister

Theresa May of Britain said.

    Prosecutors accused the men of attempted murder, the first criminal

charges in a case that has caused an international uproar.

2h ago

The suspects were identified as Alexander Petrov, left, and Ruslan

Boshirov. British Metropolitan Police

The Kremlin Wants Information. To Get It, Agents Show Up With Flowers.

It took a while for a young woman to figure out that the smiling man who



asked her for coffee was trying to recruit her as an informer.

Sept. 4

Live Updates: Sheryl Sandberg and Jack Dorsey Head to Capitol Hill

    Top executives from Facebook and Twitter are answering senators’

questions about their companies’ response to foreign meddling and the

moderation of online content.

    Ms. Sandberg said Facebook is getting better at letting users know of

fake accounts and ads, while Mr. Dorsey admitted that Twitter needed

to improve.

Updated5m ago

‘Five Eyes’ Nations Quietly Demand Government Access to Encrypted

Data

The threat stops short of compelling tech companies to give access to

intelligence officials from Australia, Britain, Canada, New Zealand and

the United States.

Sept. 4

What do we actually know about how Google works?

Updated2m ago

You Can’t Alter Ashley Graham’s Body Anymore

    The model and activist believes in the power of depicting women as

they are, not as perfectly doctored images.

    We used 100 cameras to record her runway walk in 3-D holographic

motion — no alterations to her form.

Updated24m ago

Here’s what to anticipate as fashion month makes its way from New

York to London, Milan and Paris.



6h ago

How did The Times make its first holographic video recording? Look

behind the scenes.

2h ago

Opinion

Ross Douthat

Ross Douthat

The Impotent Executive

Trump has torn through some establishment restraints on his conduct,

but his weakness is still the major story of his presidency.

4h ago

The Editorial Board

Sorry, Mr. Trump, the Attorney General Is America’s Lawyer

With his latest attack on Jeff Sessions, the president shows his real

problem isn’t with the Justice Department but with the rule of law.

Sept. 4

Stunned by a surge in mass shootings, California lawmakers send nine

gun-control bills to the governor

Stunned by a surge in mass shootings, California lawmakers send nine

gun-control bills to the governor

Patrick McGreevy

By Patrick McGreevy

A UCLA student's lawsuit aims to push frats to do more to prevent

sexual assault

A UCLA student's lawsuit aims to push frats to do more to prevent

sexual assault



Teresa Watanabe

By Teresa Watanabe

Nike took a calculated risk with Colin Kaepernick ad, experts say

Nike took a calculated risk with Colin Kaepernick ad, experts say

    • LeBron James and Serena Williams show their support for Nike

MORNING REPORT

Obama coming to Southern California to campaign for Democrats in key

House races

Judge OKs $480-million settlement with Wells Fargo shareholders over

unauthorized accounts scandal

Homeless people in California, Western states cannot be prosecuted for

sleeping outside if shelter access is lacking, court rules

Plane quarantined at JFK after 10 passengers fall ill on flght

Advertisement

Unprecedented mass denials from a U.S. asylum program leave

Christians from Iran stranded in Vienna

In recent months, dozens of religious minorities from Iran have seen

their asylum claims denied despite a decades-old program designed to

help them.

Sarah Parvini

By Sarah Parvini

L.A. residents will vote again on changing the city's election date — at a

cost of $3.1 million

    L.A. Now

L.A. residents will vote again on changing the city's election date — at a

cost of $3.1 million



David Zahniser

By David Zahniser

Ayanna Pressley's upset in Massachusetts primary marks another win

for fresh Democratic voices

    Politics

Ayanna Pressley's upset in Massachusetts primary marks another win

for fresh Democratic voices

Tropical Storm Gordon weakens after striking the Gulf Coast

    Nation Now

Tropical Storm Gordon weakens after striking the Gulf Coast

Large majorities of Americans want to preserve Obamacare's consumer

protections, new poll finds

    Politics

Large majorities of Americans want to preserve Obamacare's consumer

protections, new poll finds



House Intel Dem: Trump collusion with Russia 'is well established'

State under fire over vulnerable voting machines

    Facebook is a surveillance system, author Cory Doctorow says

    Meet the man behind the new, pro-Trump Russian website in the U.S. 

    Why QAnon gained traction in Trump’s America

    Ex-FBI agent: Trump got elected thanks to Russia

    Tech leaders lament the mess they’ve created

    Ex-NSA official: Russian hack of Democrats was ‘assembly line

operation’

    Expert: Putin can hack our midterm elections

    Ex-Twitter exec: Trump is in denial over social media threat to

midterms

    How Trump weaponized fake news — and changed the rules for fact

checkers



    Bots are poised to wreak havoc on the 2018 midterm elections

Trump's golf cheating examined in new book

At least six celebs accuse the president of fudging the rules on the links

in an upcoming tell-all that's set to be published next spring.

'Commander in Cheat' »

Politics Esquire

The Rats Are Fleeing the Sinking Ship-and Talking to Bob Woodward

President* Trump's former aides have taken to calling him stupid or

insane (on deep background).

Bob Woodward, the Watergate veteran who set his sight on Trump

The Telegraph

The One Word In Bob Woodward's Trump Book People Can't Stop



Tweeting About .......HuffPost

Donald Trump’s comments on Jeff Sessions make the case for

impeachment

It is a strange truism of this White House that the most damning,

unanswerable, unforgettable revelations come from President Trump

himself. In a December ...

CNBC

Mueller Is Looking for Proof of “Corrupt Intent.” Trump Provided It on

Monday.

Donald Trump has a habit of incriminating himself. No one understands

this better than the people who work for him. In Bob Woodward's new

book, Fear, ...

Slate





Account of friction between Trump, Mattis threatens to imperil

relationship

The forthcoming book by Bob Woodward describes a series of episodes

involving the president and the defense secretary that could undermine

the retired Marine general’s role.

    By Missy Ryan and Dan Lamothe1 hour ago

The Fix: The 2 most overlooked, inexplicable stories from Woodward’s

book

President Trump's denials of the stories in Bob Woodward's new book on

Wednesday turned to tacit admission: Trump may be an unwieldy boss,

he seemed to admit, but that's part of why Americans elected him.

"I’m tough as hell on people & if I weren’t, nothing would get done,”

Trump tweeted. “Also, I question everybody & everything-which is why I

got elected!"

It's an interesting spin. But Trump's defense here doesn't actually line

up with what we know about Woodward's book. Woodward doesn't just

paint Trump as a president who ruffles feathers, you see, but also as a

man who struggles with very basic facts about very important matters —

including on things about which he should definitely know better.

Two anecdotes that speak to this got short shrift Tuesday, but it's worth

raising them again.

The first is Trump's apparent confusion about South Korea's importance



as an ally. According to Woodward, Trump at one point asked his

military leaders why the United States couldn't just withdraw from the

Korean Peninsula. They explained to him that it would mean we wouldn't

know about North Korean missile launches for 15 minutes rather than

learning about them almost instantly, within seven seconds. This is the

flap that led Defense Secretary Jim Mattis to reportedly suggest Trump

was intellectually and temperamentally akin to “a fifth- or sixth-grader."

Trump calls Woodward's book 'work of fiction'

President Trump reacted on Sept. 5 to Bob Woodward’s new book,

“Fear,” saying the journalist "likes to get publicity." (TWP)

What The Washington Post's story Tuesday didn't detail, though, is that

this exchange didn't happen early in Trump's presidency; it came on Jan.

19, 2018 — almost exactly one full year into it. It came months after

North Korea had threatened an attack on Guam, a U.S. territory in the

Pacific Ocean. It also came a couple months after North Korea said it

had developed a nuclear-capable intercontinental ballistic missile

(ICBM) that could reach the continental United States.

What got Mattis's goat, according to the book, was that he felt like

they'd had this exact conversation many times before, and Trump

refused to either remember or process it. As Mattis explained the

reasons for a U.S.-South Korean alliance, Trump repeatedly returned to

the idea that the United States is running a trade deficit with South

Korea — suggesting the alliance was hurting the American economy.

Mattis tried to explain that having troops in South Korea was actually

the most cost-effective — and effective, period — means of preventing

World War III. Trump, who often seems to misunderstand what exactly a

trade deficit means, wouldn't have it.



"But we're losing so much money in trade with South Korea and others,”

Trump pushes back at one point, according to Woodward.

At another: “We're spending massive amounts for very rich countries

who aren't burden-sharing."

And at another: “I think we could be so rich if we weren't so stupid.

We're being played [as] suckers, especially NATO."

Trump would argue this was merely him “question[ing] everybody and

everything,” but it didn't seem to come off that way to Mattis. According

to Woodward's reporting, it seemed to be Trump asking the same dumb

middle-school-esque questions for the millionth time. And it drew a curt

rebuke from Mattis that took those in the room aback.

The other anecdote is Trump's comments about Sen. John McCain

(R-Ariz.), who passed away a week and a half ago. In Woodward's telling,

Trump was at a dinner with military leaders, including Mattis and Marine

Corps Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr., the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, when he suggested McCain had been given an early release as a

prisoner of war in Vietnam because of his father's military rank, a

four-star admiral.

This is quite the opposite of the actual events: McCain turned down

early release. And in fact, that may be the single biggest reason he is

viewed as an American hero, because it meant he served for more than

five years as a POW. Mattis had to correct Trump, according to

Woodward, by saying, “No, Mr. President. I think you've got it reversed.”

Trump responded: “Oh, okay."

But again, the timing is key. The dinner was held Feb. 8, 2017, shortly



after Trump had been inaugurated. Just a year and a half earlier, Trump

had caused arguably his first major splash of the 2016 campaign by

attacking McCain's war-hero bona fides. It was a major early inflection

point in his 2015-16 Republican primary campaign. The men had a

history, as well: Trump had questioned McCain's war-hero status back in

1999 and tangled with McCain regularly. How he could be so unaware of

perhaps the seminal event in McCain's life — and the one which directly

pertains to a war-hero debate in which Trump participated in an

extremely high-profile way just a couple years ago? It is inexplicable.

It's tempting to view Trump's conspiracy theorizing and falsehoods as a

show or even a strategy. Perhaps he's doing it for the base! This

anecdote suggests he's really just ill-informed, even about major issues

in which he inserts himself. Either that or he's so committed to this ruse

that he even makes himself out to be ill-informed behind closed doors

with military leaders.

And combined with the South Korea story, it paints the picture of a man

who indeed has lots of questions — probably more than he should.
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New York Times publishes anti-Trump op-ed from what it says is senior

administration official

Published: Sept 5, 2018 6:08 p.m. ET

By

Steve

Goldstein

D.C. bureau chief

Getty Images

President Donald Trump was heavily criticized in an unnamed opinion

piece running in the New York Times.

The New York Times on Wednesday took what it said was a “rare step”

of publishing an anonymous opinion article from what the newspaper

called “a senior official in the Trump administration.”

There’s no independent way of corroborating the article, short of a

textual analysis that this author is incapable of producing. But taken at

its word, the op-ed is notable in a few ways.

The author says “we want the administration to succeed and think that

many of its policies have already made America safer and more

prosperous. But we believe our first duty is to this country, and the

president continues to act in a manner that is detrimental to the health

of our republic.” The author claims to be an appointee who is “working



diligently from within to frustrate parts of his agenda and his worst

inclinations.”

The author calls President Donald Trump “amoral” as well as “generally

anti-trade and anti-democratic.”

“Meetings with him veer off topic and off the rails, he engages in

repetitive rants, and his impulsiveness results in half-baked, ill-informed

and occasionally reckless decisions that have to be walked back,” says

the author, who counts him or herself as one of the “adults in the room.”

X

See Also

Numbers to Watch Leading Up to the Midterms

One revelation is that there were “early whispers” of invoking the 25th

Amendment but that “no one wanted to precipitate a constitutional

crisis. So we will do what we can to steer the administration in the right

direction until — one way or another — it’s over.”

As users on Twitter ruminated on who the author may be, one small clue

may be in a tweet from the newspaper, which referred to a “he.”

Trump responded in front of a meeting with sheriffs, calling the author

“gutless” and railing against the newspaper. 

    Trump responds to op-ed: 'Gutless editorial'

    Book prompts West Wing witch hunt

    Analysis: 5 things to watch in the unfolding Woodward saga

    Scaramucci: Maybe it's all true. So, what?

    Opinion: This is Woodward's most frightening message



    Analysis: Trump just wondered why protests are allowed

    The first major hurricane of the year could pose a threat to the US

    President Donald Trump&#39;s Supreme Court nominee, Brett

Kavanaugh, a federal appeals court judge, holds up a worn copy of the

Constitution of the United States as he testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee on Capitol Hill in Washington, Wednesday, Sept. 5,

2018, for the second day of his confirmation to replace retired Justice

Anthony Kennedy. (AP Photo/Andrew Harnik)

    Kavanaugh won't say if he thinks Trump can pardon himself

    • Senators: Kavanaugh on solid ground

    • Opinion: He won't keep Americans safe

    Top stories

    Passenger says 'people were coughing the whole time' on flight met

by CDC

    Papa John's executive abruptly steps down

    State Department eyes Fox News reporter to lead efforts countering

disinformation

    Cuomo slams spin of denied handshake

    Trump denies wanting to assassinate Assad

    Siemens warns of dangers of xenophobia after violent protests in

Germany

    Opinion: By calling Sessions a dumb Southerner, Trump has done the

impossible

    Asia Argento's attorney says 17-year-old sexually attacked her

    Rubio to InfoWars' Jones: 'Don't touch me'

    3 mayors killed in 3 months

    See candidate's shocked response to win

    Trump's approval rating drop looks real, and it could be a disaster for

the GOP in 2018



    Trump's approval rating drop
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    Trump ripped in article by anonymous WH aide

    In a New York Times op-ed, an unnamed White House official says

Trump aides are working to thwart the president's "amorality."

Trump: I'm the 'exact opposite' of portrayal



    Kim K. returns to WH to discuss prison reform

    Brady crushes retirement talk by reiterating crazy goal

    Trump: I'm the 'exact opposite' of portrayal

Politics HuffPost

Sen. Leahy: Withheld Emails Show Brett Kavanaugh May Have Perjured

Himself

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) said Wednesday that emails being withheld by

Senate

Donald Trump’s Tweet-rage Over Kavanaugh Hearing Upstaged By Bob

Woodward Book Excerpts

Deadline

Chaos and fury at confirmation hearing for Trump's controversial

Supreme Court justice nominee

The Independent



U.S. Yahoo View

The Trump phone call you have to hear to believe

Bob Woodward had an extraordinary 11-minute conversation with the

president last month after the manuscript for his new book was finished.

Bob Woodward's Reporting Shows Trump's Very Good Brain Is Trapped

in the 1980s

Esquire

'Unhinged' Trump, orange jumpsuits and stolen documents: The most

explosive revelations from Bob Woodward book

The Independent

WASH POST: FRANTIC HUNT FOR LEAKERS...

'SLEEPER CELLS HAVE AWOKEN'...

TUCKER CARLSON: Pretty Good Idea Who Wrote Op-Ed...

TRUMP DEMANDS SOURCE...

BUT HUNDREDS FIT 'SENIOR' LABEL...

Tweet Gives Author Gender Clue?

WORD SLEUTHING...

MAG: Reveal yourselves!





Book prompts a real witch hunt in the West Wing

Opinion: This is Woodward's most frightening message

Why Woodward's book matters

John Kerry: 'This is a genuine constitutional crisis'

Analysis: 5 things to watch in the unfolding Woodward saga

Trump claims to be Hemingway of Twitter

Bob Woodward: Trump vented about his 'biggest f---ing mistake'

Carl Bernstein suggests John Kelly should resign and testify before

Congress

Here are 13 senior Trump administration officials with motive to work

against the President

Hear the entire New York Times stunning op-ed

Trump slams damning op-ed as 'gutless'

The story behind the anonymous op-ed

Anderson Cooper: This is not, by any means, normal

Opinion: Operation Contain the President

Analysis: Trump just wondered why protests are allowed



Toobin: Trump tweet may be impeachable

Politics ABC News

In NYT op-ed, anonymous Trump admin senior official vows to thwart

president

The New York Times on Wednesday published an anonymous op-ed

attributed to a senior Trump administration official who writes that

there is a group of officials working within the administration for the

express purpose of thwarting what the author said are dangerous

tendencies on the part of the president. “I work for the president but

like-minded colleagues and I have vowed to thwart parts of his agenda

and his worst inclinations,” the anonymous individual writes. The author

claims to support the president's policies but not the president's

temperament, painting a portrait of an unfocused president with rash

tendencies and poor decision-making abilities.

Trump rips searing Times op-ed from unnamed senior official

Associated Press

dah .... asks Trump as senior official says staff are against him

AFP





Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Senior Trump admin. official reveals secret resistance

    Hallie Jackson: President’s mood ‘volcanic’ from op-ed

    ‘TREASON?’: Pres.Trump tweets about anonymous NYT op-ed

    President Trump calls NYT op-ed ‘gutless editorial’

    Kavanaugh dodges Leahy question on whether presidents can

self-pardon

    Kavanaugh evades questions on Roe, calls it ‘important precedent’

    Joe: Kavanaugh owes Parkland father an apology

    Marco Rubio hallway confrontation with Alex Jones: ‘Don’t touch me

again, man’

    People are lighting Nike shoes on fire to ‘own the libs’

    MaddowBlog: Sen. Graham gives Dems odd advice on judicial

nominees

John Brennan: Woodward's book shows Trump is a danger to U.S.

Brian Williams

Dems blast Kavanaugh hearing after huge last-minute document dump

Brian Williams

John Brennan: Woodward's book shows Trump is a danger to U.S.

Brian Williams

Woodward book has damning claims about chaotic Trump White House

Brian Williams

Trump tweets a denial that he called Sessions 'mentally retarded'

The Last Word

Lawrence: The Trump W.H. is not prepared for Bob Woodward



TRUMP RAGES! TURN THE OP-ED WRITER IN! 

Donald Trump’s Old Tweets About Bob Woodward Have Aged Very, Very

Badly

More Politics

America’s ‘Immigration Problem’ Was Born In This Town. So Was

Stephen Miller’s Grandpa.

Melania Trump’s Back-To-School Question For Students Sparks Backlash

Donald Trump’s Old Tweets About Bob Woodward Have Aged Very, Very

Badly



Duncan Hunter Spent Campaign Cash On 5

Affairs, Prosecutors Allege 

 POLITICS 09/05/2018 04:46 pm ET

Duncan Hunter Spent Campaign Cash On 5 Affairs, Prosecutors Allege

Hunter and his wife, Margaret, were indicted on 60 charges last month

for allegedly misusing $250,000 in campaign funds on lavish vacations

and dinners.

headshot

By David Moye

Rep. Duncan Hunter (R-Calif.) allegedly spent campaign cash on affairs

with five separate individuals, according to prosecutors who reportedly

claim to have photographic evidence.

Hunter and his wife, Margaret, were indicted last month on 60 charges

related to the alleged misuse of $250,000 in campaign funds for personal

expenses such as lavish vacations and dinners. The couple has pleaded

not guilty.

The San Diego Union-Tribune is now reporting that the 47-page charging

document alleges that the congressman had “personal relationships”

with at least five individuals, none of whom are identified.

Hunter’s lawyer, Gregory Vega, objected to that part of the investigation

in an August letter to the Justice Department, the paper reported.

Vega argued that prosecutors are pursuing criminal charges for conduct

that falls into gray areas of civil election law.



“This is true even for personal indiscretions of the congressman that the

prosecutors seem intent on charging,” Vega wrote. “The supposed

reason given for including these details is that they reflect spending of

campaign funds for extramarital infidelities and excessive drinking.”

Vega claimed that the prosecutors told him they had photos of Hunter’s

alleged affairs. Even so, he said, the indiscretions didn’t rise to the level

of a crime.

“While there may be evidence of infidelity, irresponsibility or alcohol

dependence, once properly understood, the underlying facts do not

equate to criminal activity,” Vega wrote.

Politico reported in February that Hunter was alleged to have had at

least two affairs while in Washington, D.C., but he dismissed those

rumors as “tabloid trash.”

The alleged affairs are the latest piece of evidence suggesting that

Hunter may not be the family values candidate he claims to be on his

website.

He also may not be the best husband. After Hunter and his wife were

indicted last month, he told Fox News she handled all the family money

and, therefore, the scandal was her fault.

Hunter later told reporters to “leave my wife out of it.”

Hunter’s trial is scheduled for Nov. 24 ¯ 18 days after Election Day.

Despite the criminal charges, the most recent poll by KGTV/Survey USA

shows Hunter 8 percentage points ahead of his Democratic challenger,

Ammar Campa-Najjar. 



Trump aides hunt for author of op-ed who claims to be part of a

‘resistance’ within administration

The unsigned opinion column attributed to a senior official, published

anonymously in the New York Times, surfaced one day after the first

excerpts emerged from Bob Woodward’s new book, in which President

Trump’s top advisers painted a devastating portrait of the president and

described a “crazytown” atmosphere inside the White House.

Top appointees are ‘thwarting’ Trump, opinion piece says

The New York Times packages old news in an anonymous op-ed

    By Erik Wemple

Woodward’s ‘Fear’ is damning, depressing — and heartening

    By Joe Scarborough

We’re all in danger of watching our history go up in flames

    By Hugh Eakin

How Democrats could finagle a win in Mississippi

    By George F. Will

America is still free, and the people will be heard

    By Dana Milbank

Trump's reputation precedes him. So does Woodward's.

Editorial Board



Politics Associated Press

Woodward book puts White House back in damage-control mode

WASHINGTON (AP) - An incendiary tell-all book by a reporter who helped

bring down President Richard Nixon set off a firestorm in the White

House on Tuesday, with its descriptions of current and former aides

calling President Donald Trump an "idiot" and a "liar," disparaging his

judgment and claiming they plucked papers off his desk to prevent him

from withdrawing from a pair of trade agreements.

Once again, Trump world grapples with fallout over inside look at White

House in a new book

The Independent

Fake Excerpts From Woodward’s New Trump Book Are So Crazy They

Could Be True

HuffPost

Politics Bloomberg

Polls show Democrats have an edge

Democrats appear to have an advantage in November's midterm

elections, and Trump is a big reason why, according to a new

Washington Post-ABC News poll More from Bloomberg.comNike Falls as

Critics Fume on Social Media Over Kaepernick DealMercedes

Former Obama advisor faults Trump administration's handling of new Bob

Woodward book

ABC News



Gwyneth Paltrow's health and wellness company, Goop (poop?)Inc., has

paid $145,000 to settle a consumer protection case brought by California

state officials over unsubstantiated health claims for a trio of products

the company sold online.

Prosecutors argued Goop made bogus health claims about the Jade Egg

and Rose Quartz Egg, both of which are inserted into the vagina for

sexual or positive energy, and Inner Judge Flower Essence Blend, a

liquid professed to fight depression, according to a complaint filed last

week in Napa County Superior Court.

Goop said it disagreed with the complaint but wanted to settle the case

quickly.

The company's advertisements claimed the Jade and Rose Quartz eggs

could balance hormones, regulate menstrual cycles, prevent uterine

prolapse and increase bladder control, the consumer protection lawsuit

said. 

The Jade Egg ($66), as currently displayed on Goop’s website, says it is

“used by women to increase sexual energy," while the Rose Quartz Egg

($55) is "associated with positive energy and love."

Inner Judge Flower Essence Blend ($22), also currently sold out on the

site, can be taken on the tongue, added to water and used externally "to

help prevent 'shame spirals' downward toward depressive states," the

site says.

Goop, Gwyneth Paltrow's health and wellness company, paid $145,000

over unsubstantiated health claims for vaginal eggs it sold online.



Goop, Gwyneth Paltrow's health and wellness company, paid $145,000

over unsubstantiated health claims for vaginal eggs it sold online. (Photo:

Goop, Inc.)

More: Gwyneth Paltrow talks new Goop fact-checker, Harvey Weinstein

and wanting more kids

More: Gwyneth Paltrow brings aerial yoga, trans talks and cryofacials to

Goop health conference

Goop agreed to pay $145,000 in civil penalties in the judgment,

announced Tuesday, by the California Food, Drug and Medical Device

Task Force. Goop is also barred from making any future unsubstantiated

product claims and from manufacturing or selling any misbranded,

unapproved or falsely-advertised medical devices.

“It's important to hold companies accountable for unsubstantiated

claims, especially when the claims have the potential to affect women’s

health,” Orange County district attorney Tony Rackauckas said in a

statement announcing the settlement. The task force included

prosecutors from eight other California counties.

In its own announcement on the settlement, Goop said that while it

"believes there is an honest disagreement about these claims, the

company wanted to settle this matter quickly and amicably. This

settlement does not indicate any liability on Goop’s part."

Goop has not received complaints about the product claims, it says, but

will issue refunds to customers upon request. (You can contact Goop at

customerservice@goop.com.)



“Goop provides a forum for practitioners to present their views and

experiences with various products like the jade egg. The law, though,

sometimes views statements like this as advertising claims, which are

subject to various legal requirements,” Erica Moore, Goop's chief

financial officer, said in a statement. "The Task Force assisted us in

applying those laws to the content we published, and we appreciate their

guidance in this matter as we move from a pioneer in this space to an

established wellness authority."



Legendary Watergate reporter Carl Bernstein has called on White House

Chief of Staff John kelly to resign from his position and testify to

Congress about what he has seen during the Trump presidency. Mr

Bernstein called on Mr Kelly to do so after excerpts from a book written

by his former reporting partner, Bob Woodward, were . “I want to say one

thing about General Kelly,” Mr Bernstein said during an appearance on

CNN.



UPDATE with White House response. In a scorching tease of Bob

Woodward’s forthcoming book about President Donald Trump, which

lands next week, the Washington Post has published a sampling of its

charges. The damning catalog appears to paint a far worse picture than

that in Michael Woolf’s mega-selling Fire and Fury . Among its

allegations, the book says Trump did a mock-interview with his

then-lawyer John Dowd, as preparation for testifying for Special

Prosecutor Robert…

U.S. KGO - San Francisco

Trump SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh in hot water after hearing

After Brett Kavanaugh's hearing, it's clear that Democrats want no part

of him. To weigh in on the tumultuous times of the SCOTUS nominee,

Rory Little, a professor at the Hastings College of Law, stopped by ABC7

News.

   

ANALYSIS

After a devastating 48 hours, Washington is watching the opening act of

an attempt to topple the President

Analysis: Here are 13 officials with motive to work against Trump

Hear the entire New York Times stunning op-ed

The story behind the anonymous op-ed

Trump supporter: Where the hell is Pence?

Opinion: Op-ed writer took huge gamble on stopping Trump



    Today in Politics

    John Kerry: 'This is a genuine constitutional crisis'

    Woodward book prompts real witch hunt in the West Wing

    Opinion: This is Woodward's most frightening message

    Giuliani disputes book's 'diaper' story

    Opinion: By calling Sessions a dumb Southerner, Trump does the

impossible

    Analysis: Trump just wondered why protests are allowed

    Chris Cuomo blasts Trump: You're not running a junta

    Bob Woodward: Trump vented about his 'biggest f---ing mistake'

    Carl Bernstein suggests John Kelly should resign and testify before

Congress

    Roe v Wade is 'precedent,' Kavanaugh says, but there's more to the

future of abortion

    See tense exchange between senator and Kavanaugh over Mueller

probe

Trump aides hunt for author of op-ed who claims to be part of ‘resistance’

in administration

The unsigned opinion column attributed to a senior official, published

anonymously in the New York Times, surfaced one day after the first

excerpts emerged from Bob Woodward’s new book, in which President

Trump’s top advisers painted a devastating portrait of the president and

described a “crazytown” atmosphere inside the White House.

    By Philip Rucker, Ashley Parker and Josh Dawsey

Top appointees are ‘thwarting’ Trump, opinion piece says

All the speculation that’s fit to tweet: Who wrote that anonymous op-ed?



Trump aides hunt for author of op-ed who claims to be part of ‘resistance’

in administration

The unsigned opinion column attributed to a senior official, published

anonymously in the New York Times, surfaced one day after the first

excerpts emerged from Bob Woodward’s new book, in which President

Trump’s top advisers painted a devastating portrait of the president and

described a “crazytown” atmosphere inside the White House.

    By Philip Rucker, Ashley Parker and Josh Dawsey

Top appointees are ‘thwarting’ Trump, opinion piece says

All the speculation that’s fit to tweet: Who wrote that anonymous op-ed?

Trump rages about media1:22

(Video: The Post; photo: Reuters)

President livid, slams ‘gutless’ op-ed

In a tweet, Trump said that if “the anonymous person does indeed exist,

the New York Times must, for National Security purposes, turn him/her

over to government at once!”

    By Felicia Sonmez

Account of friction between Trump, Mattis threatens to imperil

relationship

Kavanaugh debates, dodges on Day 2 of high court confirmation hearing

Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh presented himself during a

marathon day of questioning as an independent judge with an open mind,

refusing to be pinned down on legal questions involving abortion, guns

and executive power.



The Fix

Analysis

5 takeaways from second day of the Brett Kavanaugh hearings

Kavanaugh was already coming into this hearing with a difficult task:

Convince Congress that he isn’t a lackey Supreme Court pick for the

president. Trump hasn’t made that job any easier.

    By Amber Phillips

The New York Times packages old news in an anonymous op-ed

    By Erik Wemple

Woodward’s ‘Fear’ is damning, depressing — and heartening

    By Joe Scarborough

We’re all in danger of watching our history go up in flames

    By Hugh Eakin

How Democrats could finagle a win in Mississippi

    By George F. Will

America is still free, and the people will be heard

    By Dana Milbank

Trump's reputation precedes him. So does Woodward's.

    Editorial Board
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    Maddow: What is message behind NYT op-ed?

    Lawrence: Trump’s ‘amorality’ led cabinet to consider invoking 25th

amendment

    Senior Trump admin. official reveals secret resistance

    Hallie Jackson: President’s mood ‘volcanic’ from op-ed

    ‘TREASON?’: Pres.Trump tweets about anonymous NYT op-ed

    Korean leaders schedule third summit, South Korean envoy says

    Kavanaugh ducks some questions on Day 2 of confirmation hearing

    Kavanaugh dodges Leahy question on whether presidents can

self-pardon

    Kavanaugh evades questions on Roe, calls it ‘important precedent’
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Reports: W.H. In ‘Total Meltdown’ As Aides Scramble To Contain Op-Ed

Fallout

One Word Has People Convinced Pence Wrote Anonymous New York

Times Op-Ed

Now Trump Claims He Has 100 Pics Of Mueller And Comey ‘Hugging And

Kissing’

Hannity Guest: Science Proves Trump Is The ‘Most Sound-Minded’

President Ever

Boston Police Captain’s Son Sentenced To 20 Years For ISIS-Inspired

Terror Plot
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CRAFTY KAV

SAYS NOTHING

TRUMP RAGES! TURN THE OP-ED WRITER IN!

Trump Calls Anonymous Writer Of New York Times ‘Resistance’ Piece

‘Gutless’

By Doha Madani

Reports: W.H. In ‘Total Meltdown’ As Aides Scramble To Contain Op-Ed

Fallout

Reports: W.H. In ‘Total

Meltdown’ As Aides Scramble

To Contain Op-Ed Fallout

Trump Lashes Out After Reports of ‘Quiet Resistance’ by Staff

    President Trump sought to assert command of his administration amid

reports of a “quiet resistance” among some of his own advisers.

    Mr. Trump struck back, saying an anonymous column in The Times

was a “gutless editorial” and that a book by Bob Woodward was “a total

piece of fiction.”

7h ago



President Trump assailed The Times on Wednesday for publishing the

Op-Ed, calling it “a gutless editorial.” Doug Mills/The New York Times

From Opinion: I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump

Administration

I work for the president, but like-minded colleagues and I have vowed to

thwart parts of his agenda and his worst inclinations, our anonymous

contributor writes.

11h ago

Anonymous Op-Ed in The Times Causes a Stir Online and in the White

House

There have only been a handful of previous cases in which The Times

granted anonymity to an Op-Ed writer, but this piece “deserved an

airing,” an editor said.

7h ago

Kavanaugh Ducks Questions on Presidential Powers and Subpoenas

    Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, President Trump’s nominee to the Supreme

Court, would not say whether a president could be subpoenaed or pardon

himself.

    At least two more days of questioning remain, but absent a startling

revelation, Judge Kavanaugh appears headed to confirmation by the end

of the month.

8h ago

Kavanaugh Hearings Day 2: Abortion, Guns and Presidential Power

4h ago

2:34

Here’s what the hearings reveal about some of Judge Kavanaugh’s

beliefs.



10h ago

The Unglamorous Work of Looking for an Assassin

    Britain is one of the most heavily surveilled nations on earth, with an

estimated one surveillance camera per 11 citizens.

    A team of skilled experts called “super-recognizers” combed through

that trove of CCTV footage, leading to two suspects in the poisoning of a

former Russian spy.

7h ago

The suspects were identified as Alexander Petrov, left, and Ruslan

Boshirov. British Metropolitan Police

U.K. Charges 2 Men in Nerve Agent Attack, Saying They’re Russian

Agents

The police said they had tracked in detail the movement of the suspects.

Sept. 5

Republicans Accuse Twitter of Bias Against Conservatives

    Republicans and Democrats sparred over censorship on social media

in a congressional hearing with testimony from Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s

chief executive.

    Earlier in the day, the Justice Department said it would examine

whether social media companies were purposely “stifling the free

exchange of ideas.”

10h ago

The hearings attracted Alex Jones, the Infowars provocateur, who nearly

got into a scuffle with Senator Marco Rubio.

7h ago



Kavanaugh sticks to his position on guns, dodges questions about

abortion and presidential power

President Trump’s Supreme Court nominee proved adept at giving

lengthy answers without fully revealing his views on matters of

controversy.

By David G. Savage , Jennifer Haberkorn  and Sarah D. Wire

Trump lashes out at 'gutless' advisor who anonymously wrote that aides

are saving America from the president

The published indictment from an official within his administration was

an all but unprecedented act against an incumbent president.

Noah Bierman

By Noah Bierman

    • Opinion: No, anonymous Trump official, you're not 'part of the

resistance.' You're a coward

    • Anonymous official cites Trump 'amorality' in New York Times op-ed



Trump sees treason from within

Washington (CNN) It's impossible to know in the moment when a

presidency begins to dissolve. But after a devastating 48 hours, it's

already clear that Donald ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Who Wrote the New York Times Anonymous Editorial? Here Are the Main

Suspects

It's a question that will drive America crazy. And one American

especially crazy—President Donald Trump. The question is: Who is the

senior Trump ...

Newsweek

one hour ago

Senior administration official blasts Trump in op-ed

video_youtube

CNN

today

Opinion | I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration

The Times today is taking the rare step of publishing an anonymous

Op-Ed essay. We have done so at the request of the author, a senior

official in the Trump ...

The New York Times

today

Opinion

7 points on the anonymous New York Times 'resistance' op-ed

The New York Times' publication of an anonymously-authored article, "I

Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration," set the



world of political ...

Washington Examiner

5 hours ago

Trump sees treason from within

Washington (CNN) It's impossible to know in the moment when a

presidency begins to dissolve. But after a devastating 48 hours, it's

already clear that Donald ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Who Wrote the New York Times Anonymous Editorial? Here Are the Main

Suspects

It’s a question that will drive America crazy. And one American

especially crazy—President Donald Trump.

The question is: Who is the senior Trump administration official behind

the anonymous New York Times editorial?

In the article, the author seeks to reassure Americans worried about the

erratic Trump presidency that many officials appointed by the president

are putting country first and “working diligently from within to frustrate

parts of his agenda and his worst inclinations.”

“It may be cold comfort in this chaotic era, but Americans should know

that there are adults in the room,” the article says. “We fully recognize

what is happening. And we are trying to do what’s right even when

Donald Trump won’t.”

Recommended Slideshows
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76



There are hints as to who the author may be throughout the article. For

example, the senior official refers to “we” in the context of “Trump

appointees,” suggesting they could be a cabinet member.

A similar hint that they are a cabinet member came in this section:

“Given the instability many witnessed, there were early whispers within

the cabinet of invoking the 25th Amendment, which would start a

complex process for removing the president. But no one wanted to

precipitate a constitutional crisis. So we will do what we can to steer the

administration in the right direction until—one way or another—it’s over.”

What’s more, the example held up to show that Trump and his own

administration are running on different tracks is foreign policy, and in

particular the president’s approach to Russia. While Trump wants a

softer position on Russia, his administration has a much tougher stance.

Keep up with this story and more by subscribing now

Advertisement

Does this suggest the author is involved in foreign policy or national

security?

The author is also apparently a committed Republican, questioning

Trump’s commitment to the party and its values: “Although he was

elected as a Republican, the president shows little affinity for ideals long

espoused by conservatives: free minds, free markets and free people. At

best, he has invoked these ideals in scripted settings. At worst, he has

attacked them outright.”

Use of the word “lodestar” in the piece is also getting some attention. It



is used in the article in reference to Senator John McCain. Henry

Kissinger used the word in his eulogy to McCain at the funeral—was the

author there?

Moreover, a very senior official in the Trump administration is known to

use that word because it has featured in past speeches, despite its

unusualness. But more on that below.

In a fruitless endeavor, Newsweek has compiled a list of the top

suspects in Trump’s cabinet who may well be behind the op-ed, though

we may never find out for certain.

Mike Pence

Everybody knows the vice-president has his eyes on the ultimate prize.

He’s also pretty low-key in the administration and a much more

conventional politician than Trump. What’s more, Pence has several

times in the past used the word “lodestar” in his speeches and

statements. Coincidence? Probably.

Mike Pompeo

Pompeo is a veteran and former CIA director who has seen firsthand

Trump’s approach to foreign policy. He also, unlike Trump, takes a tough

line on Russia. However, he is a fairly recent addition to the Trump

cabinet after his appointment as Secretary of State to replace Rex

Tillerson in April 2018. This makes his personal participation in the "early

days" whispers unlikely - although we can't know for sure if the author is

speaking of personal experience.  

James Mattis



According to Bob Woodward’s new book Fear, Defense Secretary Mattis

thinks Trump has a childish understanding of international affairs and

America’s role in the world. Mattis allegedly ignored Trump’s order to

assassinate Syria’s Bashar al-Assad, despite telling him he’d “get right on

it.” Mattis supposedly told an aide: "We’re not going to do any of that.”

Mattis denies all that.

John Kelly

White House Chief of Staff Kelly is reportedly frustrated by Trump and

has a fractious relationship with him. In Woodward’s book, Kelly

allegedly called Trump an “idiot” and “unhinged,” saying the president

had “gone off the rails.” Kelly also denies this.

Dan Coats

Coats is Director of National Intelligence, a longtime Republican who

was twice a senator, and known for his independence from Trump on the

issue of Russian interference in the 2016 election. However, the piece

appears to hint the author is part of the cabinet - which Coats is not a

member of, though he is a cabinet-level official. 

Jeff Sessions

Attorney General Sessions has been the target of Trump’s fury since he

recused himself from oversight of the Mueller investigation into

suspicions of collusion between the Trump 2016 campaign and the

Russian government. Trump has questioned Sessions’ competence and,

according to Woodward’s book Fear, called him “mentally retarded” while

mocking his southern accent.



Someone junior

There are lots of people who could be labelled senior officials but who

are not necessarily top officials—deputies, assistants, and so on. They

could easily have access to and knowledge of the cabinet without being

part of it and may well be the author of the piece.

Some people are also asking: Why write it? Philip Klein, the managing

editor of the Washington Examiner, tweeted: “One weird thing about this

anon op-ed: If you're arguing your goal at WH is to calm Trump down,

doesn't publishing this op-ed (particularly in NYT) accomplish the exact

opposite?”

Nate Silver, the editor-in-chief of FiveThirtyEight, responded: “It seems

like the person's goal is to get outed and secure a very generous

advance on a book deal.

“This is basically the equivalent of bragging to everyone who will listen

about how you anonymously donated to charity.

“Could also be someone who doesn't necessarily need fame or money,

but who was a Member in Good Standing of NYC/DC Elite Society before

entering the White House and wants that image to be rehabilitated after

leaving the White House.”

Whoever it is, and for whatever reason they wrote it, Trump is furious at

them.

“TREASON?” Trump tweeted in response to the article.

He then added: “Does the so-called ‘Senior Administration Official’ really



exist, or is it just the Failing New York Times with another phony source?

If the GUTLESS anonymous person does indeed exist, the Times must,

for National Security purposes, turn him/her over to government at once!

It's a question that will drive America crazy. And one American

especially crazy—President Donald Trump. The question is: Who is the

senior Trump ...

Newsweek

one hour ago

Senior administration official blasts Trump in op-ed

video_youtube

CNN

today

Opinion | I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration

The Times today is taking the rare step of publishing an anonymous

Op-Ed essay. We have done so at the request of the author, a senior

official in the Trump ...

The New York Times

today

Opinion

7 points on the anonymous New York Times 'resistance' op-ed

The New York Times' publication of an anonymously-authored article, "I

Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration," set the

world of political ...

Washington Examiner

5 hours ago



Trump ridiculed for saying anonymous sources are "fake news"—hours

after he shared story with anonymous sources

The president said people should ignore anything with anonymous

sourcing—appearing to forget the story he shared hours earlier. ...

Stephen Colbert Urges Donald Trump To Flee After Resistance Speaks

From Inside White House

President Trump says nothing in Bob Woodward's new book, Fear: Trump

in the White House, is true. "None of this is actually happening," Stephen

Colbert ...

Deadline

today

5 storylines to watch in the unfolding saga of Donald Trump and Bob

Woodward

The battle lines have been drawn. On one side, President Donald Trump

and his allies and enablers. On the other, Bob Woodward, hundreds of

hours of taped ...

CNN

today

Fact check

Checked: Two claims about the 'astronomical' cost of Nigeria's election

Africa Check

Trump Distorts Facts on Collins, Hunter Indictments

FactCheck.org

Why Trump's wrong about WTO treating US unfairly

The Conversation US

Russia Protests NATO Drills While Flexing Superpower Muscles with



Massive War Games

Polygraph.info

GOP US Senate candidate Vukmir refreshes claim about 2011 Capitol

'riots'

PolitiFact

Sessions throws DOJ's weight into social media bias complaints

DOJ said it's concerned about 'free exchange of ideas.' But one industry

representative questioned whether the aim is to 'intimidate' tech

companies.

POLITICO

today

Donald Trump’s comments on

Jeff Sessions make the case for

impeachment

It is a strange truism of this White House that the most damning,

unanswerable, unforgettable revelations come from President Trump

himself. In a December ...

Vox.com

today






